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Mrs. Brawner Dies Aboard Plane
Over Atlantic; Saw Daughter
Triumph At European Festival

it,411(
AFRICAN STUDENT—Welcomed to the LeMoyne college campus recently was
Alois Sera, 21, of Salisbury.
Southern Rhodesia, Eas t
Africa, who will spend the
next four years at the collage majoring in mathema-

tics. Beta is welcomed here
by Dr. Floyd Bass. dean of
the college. The student's education at LeMoyne is being
sponsored by the International Cooperation Aministration of the African-American Institute.

VIP Treatment Amazes
*Shy, Young African
Studying At LeMoyne
Alois Hera, 21, of Salisbury, his ,scholastic ability, said 17
Southern Rhodesia, is one of other students from Southern
the many African students
Rhodesia are in American
studying in American colleges
schools this year. He was
and universities this year unflown to the United States in
der sponsorship of the Intera plane carrying approximatenational Cooperation Adminisly 85 students from all sectration.
tions of Africa.
Hera, a graduate of the KuAfter arriving in New York,
tama secondary school near
Salisbury, entered LeMoyne he was flown to Atlanta
as a freshman and will be on where he underwent a week of
the campus four years. He orientation at Atlanta Unihopes to major in mathematics versity. All of his expenses,
and plans to teach or do re- including tuition, fees and
search when he returns to his quarters, are paid by the International Cooperation Admindonative home.
istration, the African-AmeriThe shy young African was
can Institute and the cooperatamazed when reporters and
ing colleges and universities.
photographers confronted him
He will also receive $2.70 a
for interviews and pictures.
"Why do I demand this type day for food and $9 a week for
laundry
and other incidentals.
of attention?" he wanted to
He is staying in the home of
know.
Dr.
and
Mrs. N. M. Watson,
He is one of five children
and the family lives in a rural 741 Walker ave.
Hera, who is beginning to
area where the father is a
get acquainted with other stugeneral worker.
dents. says he likes Memphis
CAME WITH 85

SIGNAL CALLERS for the
,
m,Washington Warriors look
gur on from the sideline during
a tight game with the Douglass Pad Devils. The callers
who directed the team's *1.

sault on the Devils are. from
left Aubrey Howard, 10:
Howard Finley. 12: and Ronald Ester, 11. Looking on
anxiously at extreme right is
Warrior Coach Charles Lomax.

Thirteen Negro Pupils
Assigned To Previously
All-White City Schools

A prominent Memphis fam- Brawner, who was to repre- better and decided to remain
ily's joy at one member's sent the United States at in- with Miss Brawner for the
achievement on the concert trenational music festivals in rest of the tour and went on
stages of Europe was turned several European cities.
to Geneva.
to sorrow on last Saturday SAW DAUGHTER
Last Friday, according to
when the mother died oar a
Mrs. Brawner was with her Mrs. Polk, Dr. Brawner replane flight home over the daughter in Munich, Germany, ceived a cablegram from her
Atlantic ocean.
when she won first place in sister informing her that their
Mrs. Jewel Brawner of 899 her category of singing and mother would arrive in New
Woodlawn at., mother of Miss reportedly received ten cur- York City on the flight from
Alpha Brawner, a concert tain calls. Mrs. Brawner be- Geneva, Switzerland. She flew
singer, and Dr. Clara Braw- came ill in Munich where up to International airport to
ner, collapsed and died while she reportedly suffered nose accompany her back to Memon the Geneva to New York hemorrhages because of the phis.
flight.
LISTED ON FLIGHT
high altitude.
Dr. Brawner was said to
According to a friend of the She was said to have told
family, Mrs. Aretta J. Polk of Dr. Brawner about her illness
See
PLANE, Page 2
1022 Woodlawn, Mrs. Brawner during a telephone call, and
left Memphis the latter part she advised her to return home
of August and flew to Europe at once.
with her daughter. Miss Alpha
The mother, however, felt

NAACP Leaders Escort Students
To School Doors On First Day

By M. L. REID
School, four to Gordon School
four to Rozelle School and two
Desegregation of the Mem- to Springdale School."
phis public school system was
accomplished on Tuesday Attached to the School Board
morning of this week when 13 release was a statement from
Negro first graders entered the Mayor and the City Comclasses at four previously all- missioners stating that they
had been informed about the
white schools.
desegregation of the city
The pupils, divided into four schools "and we
concur with
groups, were lead to school by the Board's decision."
four local NAACP leaders.
Jesse H. Turner, president The statement said, "Many
of the local branch, appeared people feel that the Decision
at Rozelle elementary school of the Supreme Court declarwith E. C. Freeman, Clarence ing school segregation unlawWilliams, Leandrew Wiggins ful was ill timed and ill advised. At the same time, all
and Joyce Ann Bell.
of the people of this City reMrs. Vasco A. Smith, the cognize that they must obey
branch's executive secretary, the law. Law abiding citizens
went to the Springdale Elementary school with Deborah See THIRTEEN, Page 2
Ann Holt and Js cqueline
A luncheon meeting which I am suspicious. I always look Moore.
served-up a mixture of poli- to see where the little man fits Showing up at Gordon with
tics, busines and religion was into its action."
Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon,
held at the local office of the . He went on to say that the
were Pamela Mayes, AlAtlanta Life Insurance build- help of the "Lord is needed vin Freeman and twin girls,
ing last Saturday.
Shiela
and Sharon Malone.
in our efforts." He praised the
Praises and criticisms were judgment of "Volunteer ComAtty. A. W. Willis, who was
expressed freely by public of- mittee."
scheduled to lead a group was
ficials, civic leaders, businessAnother speaker was Bert ill at home, but his wife, armen and religious leaders.
Bates. He said "I have never, rived at Bruce with their
The first public official to in my life, selected a person young son, Michael; Dwania
address the estimated 150 to befriend because of race, Kyles and Harry Williams.
William E. Long of 2841
guests
was
Commissioner religion or color. I have chosen
All five members of the Harvard St., was recently
William
"Bill"
Farris.
He
said:
people as my friends because Memphis School Board were
MRS. MYRTLE FOX
Miss MARCELLA GOODWIN
"If we are to have deace ef- I like them. George Lee and I present when releases were cited by the Memphis Regional
fected in this world, we must have been friends for many passed out to members of the Post Office for "superior perwork together." He added years despite the fact that we press at the conference held formances of duties," as an
"What people let divide them differ on our political views." in a room set up for report- office machine operator.
is so trivial in face of the real
The citation included a cerers just across the street from
Award, a lapel pin
great danger which threats MAKING PROGRESS
the main school board build- tificate of
He
went
on
to
say
"Negroes
our country."
and a check for $50. A letter
talk about sticking together. ing.
award
the
accompanying
Farris continued: "Only by
If you let splits and schisms, The prepared statement anpracticing Christianity can we
stated "you have maintained a
nounced
that
in
accordance
isms and the like divide you,
cooperation with
eradicate hatred . . . replacwith the Tennessee Pupil As- high level of
ing it with Christian, broth- you can forget about making signment Law, 13 Negro chil- Your superiors, fellow workprogress."
erly love."
ers, and others calling on you
Bates went on to say "I used dren would be assigned to inCHAMBER OF COMMERCE
for duplicating services." It
tegrated
schools.
to get good stories in the
stated further, "you have exA blowout on the family car ed in an elementary school, Next public official to speak Commercial Appeal during
FOUR
SCHOOLS
the
ability to analyze
was County Commissioner
In part, the statement read: hibited the
caused the death of a Memphis according to relatives, and
Dave Harsch, who will be an lives of the late Senator Mc- "The hearing and the screen- problems and to operate ecowoman and her niece last had just entered Coahoma
Kellar and E. H. Crump. I've
efficiently."
nomically and
incumbent during next year's
Sunday when the 19-year-old county when the tragedy ocreceived most of the awards ing process included in the
election.
The letter was signed by
girl lost control of the car just curred.
that a poor man in Memphis hearings have now been con- Haynes E. Elliott, regional diGeorge W. Lee, manager of
inside of Coalmine county, Miss Fox, a 1960 graduate
can receive. But after the cluded, and the Board of Eduof Father Bertrand
high the local insurance company, death of Mr. Crump and Sen- cation announces that this rector, as well as the certifiMiss.
and
chairman
of
cate of award, along with the
the
luncheon
ator McKellar the newspapers morning 13 first grade Negro
A double funeral was held school and a Baptist hospital meeting, said, while
postmaster
introduc- started to
employee, was said to have
students will be admitted to signature of the
say
Bert
on Wednesday morning for
Bates
is
Commissioner
Harsch, an evil
been driving at an estimated ing
schools heretofore attended by general, Edward Day.
influence."
He
Mrs. Marcella Goodwin and
added
"Here is a man who has been
Long has been employed by
white children. Three children
her niece, Miss Myrtle Mae speed of 80 miles an hour pitilessly crucified on the
four
when a trie blew out and
See LUNCHEON, Page 2
will be admitted to Bruce the local Post Office
Fox, both of 497 LaClede ave.,
years. He has worked in the
crashed into a wooded area journalist cross by editors'
at St. Augustine Catholic
about 16
office
regional
about 14 miles south of Tunica, ink. The local Chamber of
church.
months.
Commerce has demanded his
Miss., on Highway 61.
The victims were accompaHe and his wife, Mrs. SaGiven first aid treatment at scalp."
nying Miss Marcella Fox, a a Tunica hospital, Mrs. GoodHarscli said: "I don't say
lome Long, are the parents of
school teacher, to Clarksdale,
that everything the Chamber
a daughter, Linda, five.
Miss., where she was employ- See MASS, Page 2
of Commerce does is bad. But

Politics And Business
Served-Up At Luncheon
Where Ministers Cited

Double Mass Said For
Auto Crash Victims;
Blowout Caused Wreck

VAIN PROTEST —
greeing vigorously
Referee L. C. Dukes,
during game between

Disawith
center,
Doug-

lass and Washington over a
call at the latter's stadium
last week is Coach A. D.
Miller, left, mentor for the
Douglass Red Devils. Look.

ing on at extreme right is
William Garrison, back
Judge. Devils lost the game
by • one-point shaving, 33
to 32.

FOOTBALL FANS — Two
loyal football fans. Dr. C. M.
Floulhac, left. and Dr. Earl
T. Pulley, a pharmacist,
corn, down to the wire to
watch t h • Douglass Red
Devils mix it up on the field
with the Washington War-

riors. More than these two
fans came out of their seats
to se. the Warriors barely
squeeze by the Devils 33 to
32. Dr. Pulley recently moved here from St. Louis. Mo.
(Withers Photo)

EXPLOSIVE HALFBAC1C —
His team, the Carver Cobras.
has not been able to place
a mark in the winner's column this season. but Halfback John Jackson has wen
the admiratioh of the local
fans by carrying the ball for
touchdowns in two games
played so far. During recent
game with Manassas Tigers.
Jackson took the klckoff and
romped 95 yards for s touchdown. Cobras went down before Tigers 62 to 13.
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REAL ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse L. Williams
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(Continued From Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
win was dead on arrival at
John Gaston hospital.

Say not ye, there are yet four 461-CI. This is a
Miss Myrtle Fox was in poor
basic
months, and then cometh har- course in the fundamentals
of condition when brought to
vest? Behold, I say unto you, advertising and include
s a the hospital and died early
lift up your eyes, and look on study of the development and Monday mornin
g.
the fields; for they are white present status, social and
ecRiding in the car, but uninalready to harvest." St. John 4 onomic effects, scope and
orChapter, 45 Verse.
ganization of advertising de- jured, was Miss Leott Ying
• • •
partments and the research daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B.
T. Ying of Clarksdale. She is
In not other countries in the system. Special attention -giva Tennessee State student.
world has real estate owner- en to the use of research in
ship advanced to the extent making advertising effective,
Miss Marcella Fox, who
that it has in the United and analysis of basic principles teaches first grade in a Cath- AWARDED CERTIFICAT
E St. Joseph hospital in Flint. American Academy
of Genof copy and layout. Sixteen olic school at Clarksdale, was — Dr. S a m u•1 Diamon
States and Canada.
d, Mich.. recently. Dr. Dia- eral Practice. Shown
from
Here the poorest workman assignments. Three hours cred- treated for small bruises and second from right, of Harmond's residency was sup- left are Dr. J. E. Livesay
released.
,
may, and often does, own his it.
risburg, Pa., was awarded a ported by funds from Mead
the
hospital
chief
's
oi staff;
own home. He is as independ- (From
Correspondence StuA rosary was said for the Mead Johnson Residency Johnson and Company of Dr. W. L. Eaton. director of
ent as his lordliest neighbor. dy Catalo
gue.—The Universi- victims at T. H. Hayes Fu- certificate after completing Evansville. Ind., through a medical education( Dr. E. C.
He pays his taxes in propor- ty of Tenness
neral home on Tuesday night, one year of medical residen- scholarship awarded the Long, executive secretary
ee Record.)
of
tion to his holdings.
and a requiem mass said at cy in general practice at the young physician by the the Michigan Academy
of
This United States and CanSt. Augustine Catholic church
ada became great and pros"we can teach anybody who is
on Wednesday morning at 9
perious countries, the homes
a.m.
willing to learn to swim, redf millions from other contigardless of age. There will be
Mrs. Goodwin is survived
nents, because of an abundcourses for beginners, interby her husband, DeWitt Goodance of free land. Free land is
mediates and advanced stuwin,
a
niece,
now a thing of the fabled past.
Miss
Marcella
(Continued from Page 1)
dents. Certificates will be
Fox, a nephew, DeWitt GoodLand now must be bought on
awarded to every swimmer
the basis of its economic value "it is not that I'm an evil in- win, jr., and a host of other
who successfully completes a
as represented by the use to fluence, those men were my relatives and friends.
course. Classes will be divided
which it may be put or what friends and the
Aside from her sister Miss
only things
according to levels of skill."
may be taken from its underthat separate me from my Fox is survived by her paThe chairman stated further,
lying strata.
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Elzie Fox
"Memphis has never produced
friends is death."
ART OF SELLING
of Chicago, Ills a brother,
an outstanding swimmer. We
Is it any wonder, then, that EVIL INFLUENCE
DeWitt Goodwin, jr., and her
want to develop some girl or
thousands of men and women Other
persons making brief uncle, DeWitt Goodwin.
boy to the point where she or
have been trained to sell real remark
s were the pastors of
he will be able to compete in
Burial was in Calvary ceestate? It is really no excuse
the churches which have had metery.
One of the most spectacular the
Abe
Scharff Branch an Olympic meet." However
now for a man or woman not
their whole congregations inwater shows ever staged in YMCA for Tuesday, Oct.
having some working knowl24, before that, we hope to estabsured under a new insurance
Memphis is being planned by for one hour. The show,
lish an AAU program. By that
edge. A person may attend progra
enm instituted by the Attitled "Aquatic Efflorescences" time we will be awarding cersome college or university that
lanta Life Insurance company.
is scheduled to start at 8 p.m. tificates for junior and senior
teaches real estate and its
Among pastors speaking were:
many other ways of obtaining
Some of Memphis' most out- life guard courses as well as
Rev. "Bob" Mason, Rev. Samcertificates. For
some knowledge of real estate.
standing swimmers will be instructor
uel A. Herring, Rev. J. W.
The art of selling real estate William
featured in the show which adults, women and men, and
s, Rev. W. Herbert
In a trained, scientific way has
portrays the "History of professional workers, we will
(Continued from Page 1)
Brewster, Rev. L. J. Peppers,
been little studied and but
Swimming." It is expected to be prepared to offer an overall
Rev. W. C. Jackson, Rev. B.
keep-fit
physical
program
have met the flight when it
seldom even considered as
demonstrate the "marked simT. Higgins and Rev. Edward
something worthy of examinalanded at the giant terminal,
plicity of an aquatic presenta- geared around swimming, one
Johnson.
tion by thousands of Men and
and when her mother did not
tion as well as the great acro- of the most healthful recreational sports in which a perAlso speaking
women who are engaged in it.
was Dr. walk off the plane with the
batic skill which can be preReal estate has sold itself Charles Dinkins, president of other passengers she checked
sented in a pool with great son can engage. It would also
tie-in
with
the
national
very often in spite of igno- Owen college, believed to to see if there had been any
pageantry.
"Physical Fit" program being
rance of its advantages and be the first college in the change in her mother's schedProducing and
directing urged by
President John Kenthe manner in which to pre- United States to insure its ule. She was told that a Mrs.
the "Aquatic Efflorescences"
entire student body.
Jewel Brawner was on the
sent it.
will be Jerry Johnson, head nedy," said Chairman Lewis.
Also
participating in the
Principles of selling real Persons and congregations flight list and that a check
coach at LeMoyne college.
estate are not different from insured under the plan endow would be made to see what
The show will mark the Branch YMCA's year-round
swimmi
ng
program are: Dan
those used in the sale of any the institutions by making had happened.
start of the Branch YMCA's
JERRY JOHNSON
commodity. They are simply them the beneficiary of the
year-round swimming pro- Partee, physical director and
About an hour later, she
swimmi
ng
instructor at the
applied in a manner which ties insurance policy.
gram of which Frank J. Lewis,
was informed that her mother
in the selling process to the Dr. Dinkins
principal of Grant School, is Branch Y; Clifton Stockton,
was presented had collapsed and died on the
instruc
an
tor
at Carver school;
product itself.
general chairman. Assistant
with a $250 scholarship for a plane while it was over the
It has been demonstrated student studyin
chairman is James Smith, an Fred R. Joseph, executive secg music, by Atlantic.
retary
of
the
Branch Y; J. H.
again and again that the real George W. Lee
:instructor at Porter Junior
for the insurMiss, Brawner was notified
The local Branch of the high school. Both men are Chandler, chairman of the
estate man who knows the ance compan
y. Other presenta- of her mother'
s death and at NAACP announces plans for a well qualified as swimming
underlying fundamentals of tions were made
by Lee to the press time was
headed back one-month "Fall Membership Instructors.
salesmanship is the one most pastors partici
pating in the to the United
Campaign" scheduled to run
States.
signally succeeded. And hav- plan.
Chairman Lewis said "the
ing knowledge of salesmanAt deadline, no funeral ar- from Oct. 5 through Nov. 5. swim program is designed to
Among
other
persons
atship is the understanding to
rangements had been made, A kick-off meeting for all meet the physical social and
campaign workers is planned educational needs of boys
have, and not just to try to tending the luncheon was but Taylor Hayes,
and
manager
Atty. W. K. Moody, a local
for 7:30 p.m. on Thursday at girls as well as young and old
deceive or "outtalk" someone.
2086 CHELSEA AVE.
of
T.
H.
Hayes
and
Sons
FuThat is no salesmanship at all. Republic leader.
Mt.
Olive
CME Church. Ma- adults." He went on to say
PH. BR 6.9615
The meeting kicked-off a neral home, said the body was terial
• • •
will
be issued and camspecial three-week campaign scheduled to arrive in Mem- paign
COURSES OFFERED
instructions will be
phis on the Monday afterfor the company.
413-Cl. Advertising Princinoon jet from New York City. given.
SANTA CLAUS
ples and Procedures. Research
-HOURSRev. B. L. Hooks will be the
WAS A NURSE
10 cm. • 10 is is. Week Days
inspirational speaker. "Many May need a ,little help at
Methods and Procedures in the
8 a.m. • 10 pin Sunday.
Mrs. Brawner was the wid- more campaign worker
Field of Marketing. Analysis of
s are your house. If so, give
ow of the late Dr. Jeff Braw- needed in order to make
When Better Service is
Published Sources of Market The
our
Owen College Alumni ner and a registe
red nurse goal of 2,500 members a cer- him a big boost. For ApGiven . . We'll Give 111
Data. Study of Consumer De- Association
will hold a regu- who assisted her doctordaugh- tainty, said the chairman. pointment Call: BR 2-2042
mand and other marketing lar meeting
Friday, Oct. 6, at ter in the office at 1088 ThomEveryone can help by volunfactors to determine market- 7:30 p.m.
in Room 25 of the as st.. which had
been used teering as a campaign worker
ing policies and potentials. Owen college
;
administration by her late husband, and actaking out or renewing his
Preparation of questionnaires building,
CAN YOU USE
according to the companied her on calls.
membership. Melvin Robinson
and the collection, tabulation president, Dover
Crawford, jr. A member of Gospel Temple
of North Carolina Mutual Inand interpretation of data
MORE
All members and prospec- Baptist church,
COLLEGE STREET
Mrs. Brawner surance Co., newly elected
considered. Sixteen assign- tive member
s are urged to be belonged to the Bluff
City membership chairman, will diments. Three hors credit.
present and on time
Medical .Auxihary.
rect the Campaign.
GROUND FLOOR
Open I suer 'sea
STE RICK BUILDING
Management

Aquatic Efflorescences

Luncheon

rer•

Spectacular Water Show
To Be Presented Oct.24
At Abe Scharff Branch Y

Plane

NAACP Plans Fall
Membership Drive

CHELSEA AVENUE
SUNDRY

do not resort to violence because they disapprove of a
law "
FREE OF UNREST
After stating that some cities had ben disgraced by resistance to the law and commenting that others had experienced the transition free
of violence, they ended the
statement by declaring. "The
Mayor and Commissioners of
the City of Memphis emphasize
that desegregation of our
schools must be and will be
General Practice: Dr. Diaaccomplished completely free
mond and Henry Fischer,
of unrest or violence. No other
representative of Mead
course will be tolerated."
Johnson. Dr. Diamond is a
Presiding at the co iference
graduate of Lincoln university, at Oxford. Pa., and the was William Galbreath, presiHoward University Medical dent of the Board. Reporters
asked questions after reseiving
School.
the printed releases, and most
YMCA's board of managers; of them were answered by
Thaddeus T. Stokes, editor of Jack Petree, the scnool board
the Tri-State Defender, and attorney.
member of the board of manMembers of the press weigh
agers.
assured that the police would
,
/
The water show, "Aquatic be on hand to take control of
Efflorescences," is open to the any situation that might crop
up unexpectedly.
public. Admission is free.
Asked what would happen if
some white parents decided to
withdraw their child from an
integrated school, one board
member said, "The deadline
for transfers is already past."
LAST SPRING
Members of the Board indicated they would not consider
the boycotting of a school
by
white parents sufficient reason to stay integration.
The first attempt to integrate
an elementary school occurred
in 1958 when a young
mother
tried to enroll her son in
the
first grade at the Vollent
ine
Elementary school.
The refusal of the school
Board to admit the youngst
er
was the basis of a suit filed
i
the Federal District Court a
FRANK J. LEWIS
heard there last spring.
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Mail Coupon To
Tri-State Defender
236 S. Wellington St.
Memphis 5, Tenn.
Deadline For Mailing Oct. 15

Free Delivery Service

GO B

Alumni To Meet

ANNOUNCING
SUNDRY

INIeW

DAISY

STARTS SUNDAY OCTOBER 8
MID-SOUTH EXCLUSIVE SHOW/NG

There is somethin new under the sun!

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
•WHIRE 101K5 USE YOU
GET P.MIRINIIAL
SERVICE'•

1140 College • WH 8.3690
Peter CF.:omen - Owner

NEW
W YORK JOBS
- 560 Per Week
Best Homes. Free Room & Board. Fast Service
COME, CALL OR WRITE

MAIDS
ABC MAIDS

A motion picture so honest
...so real...so very different
...so full of the warmth and
wonder of life that you'll hug
it to your heart and
never let it go!

JA 5-3131

1.1 & M Bldg. 198 So. Main., Room 306, Memphis

*LICENSED

*BONDED

*INSURED

24 HOUR PEST CONTROL

'I see stars gleaming...and,I uant
to reach out and grab. I got to take
hold of this here world!"

Service By
0. Z. EVERS

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
•

Columbia Pictures

'There ain't nothing but taking in
this world, and he who takes most

POTTIER

-

is smartest!"

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

Di
colle
food

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
LEARN TO DRIVE

•

If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
In Getting Driver's License

Call Tenn. State Driving School
BR 6-4121

YOU
MAY HAVE
9-619eoged

- eate

Toy STUF25"FED LION

•

FREE

presents

SIDNEY

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

•An
at 0
Oct.
p.m.,
Educ
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Lt.
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Owe

Inquir•
Inquire

s•Kleit

At

Participating
LION DEALER
Your

Amosimilisialli
CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATES

°a raisin in
No Inciense In
Admission!
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Five nurses received their
pins when graduation exercises
for the fourth class of the City
of Memphis Hospitals School
of Nursing were held at Collins
Chapel CME church last Friday night.
Delivering the address for
the nurses was Dr. C L.
Dinkins. president of Owen
college.
Members of the class were

Mrs. Yvonne Shaw Riley o
Memphis; Misses Clara V
Burton, Shreveport, La.; Dorothy McAdory, Bessemer, Ala.;
Patricia Oates. Florence, Ala.;
and Hazel Pegues, Taylor,
Miss.

A REPORT ON THE RE- litical machine. It appears he
PORTER. . . Lewis 0. Swing- is using nuts where he should
ler has taken a job teaching be using screws. Consequentin a public school in Missis- ly he comes up with too many
sippi, according to the report bolts.
Music for the occasion was
on the reporter. Swingler, who
provided by the Owen college
SCHOOL
HIGH
FOOThas had sundry of jobs, is rechoir under the direction of
membered best for his love of BALL GAMES are still seriMrs Dorothy T Graham.
journalism. He has spent many ously afflicted with a string
TAKE PLEDGE
years as the editor of the of thugs and hoodlums in and
The guest speaker was inMemphis World, this newspa- near the stadiums before, durtroduced by W. F. Bowld, chairper, his own paper, and sever- ing and after games.
man of the Board of Trustees
al others.
"AQUATIC EFFLOof the City of Memphis HosANOTHER EXTRA CHORE RESCENCES" is the name
pitals, and presentation of
has been added to the duty of that the Abe Scharff Branch
teachers since principals no- YMCA has christened the waawards made by Robert Hardy,
ticed the table manners of ter show it is about to put on
hospital administrator.
some of the youngsters are at its $90,000 pool. The name
Before taking the Florence
not up to par. Generally, is real fancy—some beautiful
Nightingale pledge, the class
teachers have looked on and gals, who really know how to
A year and a half of stu was presented by Mrs. Arlene
attended to their own lunches swim, are supposed to be in dent sit-ins, have desegregated Norton, director of nursing
4
while some of the children the show—and its free. So one or more eating establish- education. Diplomas were
have made away with a sand- we'll be at that show on Oct. ments in over 100 southern awarded by Bowld, and pins NURSES PINNED—Dr. C. night
during
Hospitals. Graduates with Dorothy McAdory. Bessemgraduation
wich in three bites. So the 24.
and border state cities; at- given the new graduates by L. Dinkins, pr•sid•nt of exercises for nurses who
Dr. Dinkins. from left, are er, Ala.: Miss Clara V. Burword has been passed on to ONE OF THE GREAT par- tracted outspoken white sup- Mrs. Tabitha J. Reeves,
director Owen college, was guest recently completed their
Miss Patricia Oates. Florton, Shreveport, La.; and
the teachers: "Show your pu- ty-givers returned to town re- port; and aroused American of the Department
of Nursing speaker at Collins Chapel courses in School of Nurs- ence. Ala.; Miss Hasel Pe- Mrs. Y vonne Shaw Riley
pils how to eat." The day may cently unannounced . . . how- college students more than for City of
Memphis Hospitals. CME church last Friday ing of the City of Memphis gues, Taylor. M s s.; Miss of Memphis. Withers Photo.
come when a child goes home ever more learned, as far as any issue since New Deal and
-—
The invocation and the bene— —
and tells his mother, "Mama, I degrees go. We expect to see world peace controversies of diction
were said by Rev D. S
December. At the same time.
got 'F' in eating today."
him on every occasion of the the 30's, stated the Southern runnineham.
pastor of the
Korea veterans who still hold
DOOR-TO-DOOR and room- Social Season as well as hear Regional Council in a special
church.
"RS" policies will receive apto-room campaigns are being about him making occasions. report released today titled,
A
recention
honoring the new
plication blanks for conversion
carried on by the will-beWILLIAM TOWNSEND is The Student Protest Movenurses was given in the Fellow.
or exchange for "W" insurcandidates in next year's elec- not at Hampton Institute as we ment: A Recapitulation.
ship
Room
of
the church ,
ance and notices advising them
t
tion. Participating in the Vic- were lead to believe after an
The 20-page review and apof the amount of their divitorian-Parlor-Like politics are official announcement from praisal of Negro sit-ins begun complete the exercises.
dends should they elect to
Lewis J. Taliaferro, state sen- Hampton But, he is counseling in February of 1960 in Greensator; who aspires to kick 65- at Rust College, according to boro, N. C. and since spread
Korea veterans who have The payments are expected to make the change.
year-old, incumbent Cliff Dav- our latest report.
converted or exchanged their average approximately $90 for
Phillips urged those eligible
to 22 states, says the report:
is out of his U. S. Congress
WHAT SOME FATHERS The protest has "become a
LACKLAND AFB. Texas — "RS" insurance policies for each policyholder, depending for the dividends, as well as
"W" insurance will receive a on the size of his "RS" policy those who may become eligiseat.
WON'T DO with their first movement of truly massive
A 1961 graduate of George special
Erudite Prof. Ross Pritchard born. This is a story about a proportions which has stirred
dividend as a result of and the number of months it ble by converting to "W" inWashington Carver high
is after both Taliaferro and young father who is trying to the conscience of the South
a law that became effective was in force.
surance, not to write or call
school in Memphis recently Sept.
Davis' scalps. Oh yes, there's teach his six-month-old son to and the nation."
13, Harry G. Phillips, "RS" insurance was issued the VA with individual inFuneral rites for Mrs. Lola completed his basic training
some talk about a now-undis- read "so he will have a well (The report does not cover Halley, long time
officer-in-charge of the VA as five-year term policies to quiries. Such requests will
resident, re- here and has been assigned to
Office in Memphis, said this Korea
closed dark horse rushing into developed vocabulary when he last summer's Freedom Rides ligious, and civic
veterans discharged only delay payment of the divworker of Holloman AFB, New Mexico,
week.
the political arena at an op- starts to speak. Geniuses are into Alabama and Mississippi, Memphis, were held
between April 25, 1951 and idends, he pointed out.
last Tues- for training and duty as a veportune time to, thrsist a lance born and not made .. . daddy. which culminated in the In- day at Centenary
Those Korean veterans who Dec. 31, 1956. They could not This is a "one-time only"
Methodist hicle repair specialist.
have not yet changed from be converted to a permanent dividend payment, Phillips exinto the heart of rise of the
A MEMBER OF A MEN'S terstate Commerce Commis- church. The Eulogy was said
He is Airman Henry Bell, "RS" to "W" insurance may plan of insurance and were plained. It is not a
three already-mentioned of- ORGANIZATION asked to be sion ruling of Sept. 22, 1961, by the pastor, Rev. D. M. Grisregular anfice aspirants.
excused immediately after eat- desegregating all interstate ham, Rev. H. H. Jones former son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry become eligible for the divi- not eligible for dividends. A nual dividend. "W" insurance
Bell. Sr., of 105 W. Davant st. dend if they convert or ex- new law, effective Jan. 1, 1959, is non-partici
• ON A HIGH PLANE, city ing al a dinner-meeting. He travel facilities.)
pating and not
pastor of the church; Rev.
commissioner William "Bill" advanced this reason for his 70.000 NEGROES
Blair T. Hunt and Rev. W. M. Like other trainees, Airman change their policies for the established the new type "W" eligible for regular dividends.
new
type
"W"
insurance
Bell
assigned
'Farris and County Commis- hasty departure "I have a
was
directly
insurance
withto
and
made
"RS"
poBoycotts accompanying Brown offered comforting re'sioner Dave Harsh are poli- guest at home." Retorted an- lunch counter and restaurant marks to the bereaved family. a duty station after complet- in two years from the date licies eligible for conversion
JO JONES. ELDRIDGE
the law was signed.
ticking like mad. Other city other member "Yes — those sit-ins in department, dime
or eschange for this insurance
The selected 23rd Psalm by ing his basic training at LackSome $65 million is avail- on either a permanent or fiveIn "Good Night, Sweet
commissioners aren't exactly dogs at the track in West and drugstores, "first begun which her life was patterned land, and will receive on-duty
Blues," the "Route 66" story
.standing by twittling their Memphis are his
nightly (in) . . . reluctance to buy wrote a beautiful and final training under highly qualified able for distribution nation- year plan.
wide in this special dividend, NO NEED TO FILE
for Friday, Oct. 6 on CBS-TV.
technical specialists.
• fingers . . . that is Misters guests."
where not served, soon emerg- note to her memory.
'Buddy Dwyer and Claud
Payment of the dividend is Jazz Trumpet star Roy Eldridge
TWO MORE NEGRO MEN ed as a powerful . . . means
Airmen are selected for as- Phillips said, to liquidate a
Mrs. Bailey was born in
'Armour.
will soon become bus drivers of achieving equal facilities Sherveport, La., but moved to signments on the basis of in- surplus built up in this non• automatic and application for will play the part of a drumparticipating
"RS" insurance. payment is not necessary, mer and Jo Jones will be a
MEANWHILE Mayor Henry for MTA. This will bring the and equal treatment." the re- Vicksburg. Miss., where she terests, aptitudes and needs of
About $35 million of this Phillips stressed. Policyholders trumpet player. The director
Loeb is still busy trying to as- number to three. The wind is port says.
spent her early years. She was the Air Force.
amount
will
go to the policy- who have already converted to says he matte the switch "for
semble his do-it-yourself po- blowing in the right direction. The Council estimates "at married to the late Mr. Perry
Personnel assigned to a duty holders who
have already the "W" insurance will re- the purposes of dramatic valleast" 70,000 Negroes and L. Murdock. To this union station are immediately intechanged'
to
"W" insurance. ceive their dividends early in ues.''
whites have participated in was born one daughter, Mrs. grated into operational or
the protests, sitting-in, picket- Eleanor M. Oglesby, now prin- training units of the USAF
ing, marching and mass-meet- cipal of Riverview Elementary Aerospace Force,
in, often despite intimidation, School.
Mrs. Haney was an ardent
and that "at least" 3600 have
religious worker in Centenary
been subjected to arrest.
The "Recapitulation" also Methodist Church. She also
membership
notes a unification of Negro held
in
the
communities, with "profes- YWCA and the Order of the
•An Open House will be held West Tennessee churches and sional men and women, stu- Eastern Star.
Surviving relatives are a
2803
at Owen college on Monday, prepared with the help of wo- dents, working people, clergy
and businessmen" falling in devoted daughter and son-inOct. 16, from 12 noon to 5 men from local churches.
LAMAR
—"PeoNASHVILLE,
Tenn.
p.m., sponsored by the Baptist Guided tours of the college line behind demonstrating stu- law, Eleanor and Charles
7 AM.'Tit MIDNIGHT
Educational Fund Commission facilities will be held.
dents, and that "the greatest Oglesby; out of town relatives, ple everywhere arc sick and
of the Tennessee Baptist Mis- ATTRACT VISITORS
achievement took place where Miss Bettie Jackson, Robert tired of being denied the simOpen All Day Sunday
sionary and Educational Con- The Open House is planned there was the greatest, and Jackson, Joe Green, cousins ple right to live in dignity as
J.
Stephen
Dr.
beings,"
human
all
vention, Inc.
of Louisiana and a life
to attract persons from other most enduring, unity among
USDA Heavy Matured Beef Shol, Clod
Lb.
University presiThere will be a public pro- parts of the state as well as all elements of the Negro com- long friend Mrs. Annie E. Pet- Wright, Fisk
tebone,
of Detroit. Mrs. Pette- ident has told the convocation
munity."
gram at 2 p.m., in the Roger Memphians who are attendCenter
Cut
bone was the first acquain- opening the university's 95th
Williams Hall auditorium with ing the annual Tennessee NOT DIE OUT
The study makes state-by- tance of Mrs. Hailey when she acae mic year
Lt. George W. Lee, insurance BM&E Convention at Castalia
Blade Cut Chuck
Lb.37
0
The convocation also gave
state reports of student action, moved to Memphis. All atexecutive, political leader and Baptist church.
ranking Fisk
recognition
to
10
tended
arrests,
the
adult
funeral.
support.
occasOwen eollege trustee as speakSOUTHERN BELL • Tray Pock
The Rev. H. H. Harper, pasInterment was in Elmwood students and heard traditional
-et.
tor of St. Matthews Baptist ional opposing violence, and
Cemetery. R. S. Lewis Funeral greetings from neighbor instituFRESH WHITING
Dinner will be served in the church, is president of the desegregation results.
L b.
college cafeteria at 3 p.m. with B.E.F., which is authorized by "The year and a half of Home was in charge of ar- tions, Meharry Medical College,
UniverTennessee
A&I State
CHELSA
food donated by some of the the Convention to coordinate sit-in activity has penetrated rangements.
sity, and American Baptist
and promote the educational racial barriers . . . with unTheological
Seminary.
Mode Fresh Doily
AKINS IN 'SURFSIDE'
interests of the Convention and precedented speed," the "ReSpeaking on "Education for
Claude
to supervise activities in the capitulation" says. "The en- HOLLYWOOD —
Freedom."
Survival
and
Dr.
For
Salads,
Baking or Stewing
interest of the Fund. The Fund thusiasm generated by the Akins, featured in two soon-to- Wright said
"the ferment takis an educational chest through student movement will not be-released Warner Bros. mo- ing place
in Africa and Asia
SOUTHERN BELL
which Baptist groups and in- die out. Students and adults tion pictures, "Claudette Ing- and Latin America is
not going
Whole
F•llow Th• Crowd
dividuals, and other friends of supporting it will undoubtedly lish," and "Merrill's Maraud- to stop until the peoples of
Christian education, may give continue their campaign to ers," has been signed for a these countries find some relief
To The
Center Sliced
Lb.
to Owen college and the cause help the South overcome in- pivotal role in "A Matter of f r om their unspeakable povTosti•st Food
justice in public accommoda- Seconds,"
of
education.
"SurfSide'
a
6' erty, ignorance and humiliaIn Townl
Butt
Half
Lb.
Other officers of the sponsor- tions, in voter registration, in drama for ABC-TV.
tion,"
employment, and in churches."
35a
Kingsburger
ing committee are the Revs. A.
Shank Portion
Lb.
(Rirol Big)
Terrell, chairman of the ProDr. S. A. Owen is president
motion Committee, and J. H
SPECIALS
Porter, co-chairman; L. Nelson of the Tennessee BM&E ConOnly
Can Conte
Loin
2 25c chairman of the food
TK-Burgers l5e
corn vention. Dr. C. L. Dinkins, is
2Ott mittee; and A. M. Williams. president of Owen college,
1K-Cheeseburgers
Round
chairman of the program com- which operates under the ausSuch Naturally Good
pices of the Convention.
COLD DRINKS
mitee.
Rib

Sit-Ins Effect
100 Cities Says
Published Report

Carver Grad To
Specialize In
Last Rites For Vehicle Repair
Mrs. Lula Halley
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Owen College To Have
Open House On Campus

Tenn

Some Korean Vets To
Get Special Payments

"Sick Of Being
Denied Rights'
Says Wright
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rSDA Pastor Baptizes
25 Jackson Converts

First Annual
Women's Day Al
Miss. SBA Church

The Ministers' Wives .AIli- Rheola Jackson, Lillie James
once of the African Methodist Evelyn McRae, Sadie Miller
Episcopal church held its first Edwina Patrick, Alma Starks
fall meeting recently at the Mamie Todd and Cora L
The first annual Women's home of Rev. and Mrs. I. T. Gleese, reporter for the group.
Ministers attending included:
A two-month evangelistic ly in a manner which would Day will be observed at the Jefferson of East Essex ave.
Highlighting the meeting was Reverends J. E. James, J. C.
service was concluded in entitle one for citizenship in Mississippi Blvd. Seventh Day
a report by the chairman of the Miller, Loyce Patrick and I. T.
Jackson, Tenn., recently, and a "heavenly kingdom," one of
Adventist church on Saturday, yearbook committee, Mrs. Mary Jefferson.
so far it has resulted in the the 'central doctrines of the
report was climaxHostesses for the next meetaddition of 25 new members Seventh Day Adventist Oct. 8, with the women in Martin. The
"And hi will show you a pause long enough to develop
charge of all services for the ed by distribution of the book ing are expected to be Mesto the Lane Avenue Seventh- church. '
largo upper room; theta our fullest potential. Whatever
among members.
dames Elizabeth Johnson, Leroy
Day Adventist church.
maks toady for us!"
area a man f inds himself,
The audience was also told day.
Members of the Alliance ex- Mack and Mattie Marion.
Leading out in the service that present world conditions
Mark 14:15 sometimes he must stop and
Speaking at the morning pressed pleasure at seeing the
was Elder Charles R. Graham, —the inability of man to find service will be
What is the far-reaching gather his direction. Not only
Mrs. Audrey president. Mrs. Evelyn McRae,
pastor of the Miss. Blvd. Sev- peace—are omens mentioned
impact of the Lord's Supper? is this true in other areas but
Noel, Mrs. Elizabeth Martin attend the meeting. She had
enth
Day
Adventist
church,
Oftimes people take it with it is equally true in the area
in the Bible which, are to be and Mrs. Martha Graham. been ill most of last spring.
MRS DAISY SHAW
located at 1051 Miss.
no real meaning whatsoever. of religion. In life we must
evident just before the "end Mrs. Lillian Jones will act as Following the business sesin
Memphis.
churches
Today
throughout fortify ourselves with that
of the present world."
superintendent of the Sab- sion, refreshments were served The West Side Civic club is
He was assisted this year
the world are observing element that will cause us ti
by the hostesses, Mrs. Jefferson. scheduled to meet at 5 p. m.,
bath school.
BAPTIZED 30
by Evangelist E. 0. Jones of
World-Wide Communion Sun- operate with the greatest efA 'Twilight Service," fea- Mrs. Bertha Jones and Mrs. Sunday, Oct. 8, at 70 W. Illinois
The recent tent meetings
Selma, Ala. Bible workers
day. Someone would wonder ficiency. Had there been no
ave. The psesident, James
were the second in two years turing talent of the church Mary Martin.
who called on persons during
just why observe this day— upper room there would have
Among those attending were Ballard. said "all members are
presented by Elder Graham will be presented during the
the day to teach them more
only because to so many peo- been no rallying point around
Mesdames
Lucivda
J.
Bailey, urged to attend. Some very
vesper hour, with. Mrs. Queen
about the doctrines of the Bi- in Jackson. During the sumple communion means so lit- which each of us might work
Esther Tate in charge of the Katherine Bryant, Dora Cooper, important business needs our
ble were Mrs. Rosa Clayborn mer of 1960, he and his astle. We must be brought to an as we have never worked beMary
Daniels,
Thelma
Hooks, immediate
program.
She will be assisted
attention."
of Montgomery, Ala.; Mrs. El- sociates pitched a tent at
awareness that this act of fore.
Lane and Stonewall streets, by Miss Lucy Tompkins.
len
Anderson of Brent, Ala.,
every church is the signific- A communion takes on reaThe
program
is being sponand Miss Maxine Norman of and after hearing the nightly
ance of the suffering and death son because it is here that
sored by the women of the
Chowchilla, Calif. and Mem- sermons and receiving further
of Jesus.
each one of us examines himchurch
to
raise
funds for the
instructions,
some
30
persons
Tenn. — Mrs. phis.
Many times to bring us to self and decides if it is pos- JACKSON,
requested baptism into the educational purposes.
Shaw,
Daisy
a
Trotter
noted
SPACIOUS
TENT
real meaning of some of the sible or expedient for us to
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
church.
Mrs. Martha Graham, wife
things of life we must go off continue to go on at our present speaker for this area, is quite
Members of the program
The recent baptisms will
in
demand
for
appearances
of
Elder
Graham,
served
as
to some secluded place and pace. Many times after exbring the membership of the committee are Mrs. M. B.
there commune with the best amination we decide that it during the month of October. pianist during the meetings Seventh-Day Adventist church Branch, Mrs. A. Noel and Mrs.
TRUMPETS • TROMBONES • CORNETS
that there is to offer. These would be better for us to Last Sunday, Mrs. Shaw held under a spacious tent on in Jackson up to nearly 80.
Q. E. Tate.
apostles change pace and cArections. was the guest speaker for the a grass plot at Monroe and
disheartened
CLARINETS • FLUTES • DRUMS
poor
Serving
on
Elder
Graham
the
food
has
been
comthe
were disillusioned with the All excessive weights and Woman's Day program at the Short streets.
pastor of the Miss. Blvd. Sev- mittee are Mrs. Catherine
fact that in keeping with much ideas must be discarded. The J. F. Baptist church in Hen- Sermons each night, accord- enth Day Adventist church Dean, Mrs. Beatrice, Davis, Used Instruments
$1.00 Weekly
ing to Elder Graham, stressed
of their thinking there would atmosphere became ,so filled derson, Tenn.
Mrs. Leora Luckett and Mrs.
here
for
six
and
one-half
New
the
Instruments
2.00 Weekly
second coming of Christ,
be no earthly kingdom. Now with righteousness that Judas She will be the guest speakyears. He is a graduate of Mary Johnson.
as they ascended the steps could not remain. So it is with er at Mt. Moriah Baptist and the audience was told Oakwood college at HuntsMrs. Vashti Harvey, Mrs.
10
Weeks
Payable
In
Advance
that
one
of the prerequisites
to the upper room not only our lives in an atmosphere of church on Oct. 15, will appear
ville, Ala., and a native of Mable Montgomery and Mrs.
SAXOPHONES • FRENCH HORNS
were they going to a higher righteousness sin can find no at New Hope Baptist church for heaven was living present- Chicago.
Lois Pointer are on the declevel but also to a deeper real place of abode. In the area n Sunday, Oct. 22.
Mrs. Graham is a member of orating committee and Mrs. M.
Used Instruments
$2.00 Weekly
reality. So it must be with of real righteousness each one
Mrs. Shaw is assistant funerthe faculty of Manassas high Blanchard
and Mrs. Rita
New Instruments
3.00 Weekly
each of us. Life eventually gets of us eventually learns that al director and a lady attendschool and teaches commercial Jones are in charge of pubto the place where each one survival is predicted upon ant at Stephenson-Shaw Fulicity.
subjects.
WE DELIVER
CALL US
of us must go off to some changing our way to the ex- neral home and a teacher at
Mrs. Dollie M. Ford is genThe Grahams live at 2142
BOND MUSIC COMPANY
lonely place and there re- tent that we conform to the Washington - Douglas
Rayner st., and ase the pa- eral chairman of the program
elemenbest that is within us.
think our destinies.
rents of one daughter, Avice and Elder C. R. Graham pas- 6 South Second St.
tary school.
JA 6-2828
Not only is it necessary to MUST GROW
She is affiliated with Delta The ninth annual Leader- Jean, eight.
tor of the church.
replace parts of our machines
Life for all of us must be
Sigma Theta sorority. J a ck ship Training School of the
pedriodicaly but every now and bent on the best of which we
periodically but every now and are capable. This is what and Jill of America, Inc., Ord- Pleasant Grove District Associthen we must stop and refuel Jesus sought to do with the er of the Eastern Star No. 267. ation will be held Oct. 9-13 at
ourselves, morally and spirit- disciples. There had to be Court of Cathelina. City Fed- the elementary school in Grand
Junction, Tenn., starting at
ually.
something in them to provoke eration of Colored Women's
7:45 each night.
MUST FORTIFY SELVES
them to become a part of Clubs, and a member of MaceLife is so designed with all something bigger than them- sionia Baptist church. where The school is held for the purshe is supervisor of the Youth pose of providing churches with
of the harassments' of trials selves.
better trained workers at a minand tribulations we must cons- This muat happen to each nassartment.
mse noble- is invited to hear imum of cost to the local contantly fortify ourselves. There of us as we partake of the
must be some upper rooms in communion time after time. 11”,
. Sh 1W at theab ove creeation, and to allow a larger
number of people to assemble
each of our lives to which we There should be some meas- -,meases
and exchange ideas about solucan go and there get the truest urement of growth. There must
tions to problems confronting
perspective of life. This is be a motivating force that will
churches.
just what Jesus wanted to do make each of us want to be
Leading out in the training
for these disciples. He wanted better. This is the basic factor
GORHAM'S Lovely "CHANTILLY school this year will be Rev.
them to see life as they had behind having communion.
W. E. Scott, who will be servnever sen it before. In a
palter,' Register Free at anY
Mrs. Hattie Culpepper will ing as dean for his eleventh
like manner we must see all
year.
speak
during
the
morning
of the demands of life in the
QUALITY. STAMPS Redemption
services and Mrs. Sadie N. Courses and instructors are
most wholesome circumstan"Church
Membership,"
Miller
A.
A.
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MORE THAN YOU KNOW
does not apply himself to the
More white Americans than best of his ability, he does not
many Negroes suspect have a choose a course that would enSubscription row Ono roar, $6; six months. $3.50, (2-year special Subscription rate $ICH
clear, and deep insight into able him to enter college, or
The Tri-State Defender Does Not Tak• Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscripts or Pharos.
much of the plight of the he drops out of school cornPublished Ermy Thursday by the New Tri-St ate Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid
darker citizens of this nation. pletely.
. Under Act of March 2, tang.
at Memphis, Tenn
Following is 'an editorial ''To combat this situation
which was written by a white the Erie Community Relations
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
college newspaper editor. The Commission began a three.
young man, Paul Grosser, is a pronged program in SeptemNATIONAL ADVERTISING — SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
student at Gannon College, ber, 1960. Through the Book Erie, Pa. While doing an Army er T. Washington Center, the
2400 So. Michigan Avenue
Chicago 16, Illinois
stint recently he met a young Commission attempts to reach
Phone — CAlumet 5-2400
Negro Memphian, J. B. Trot- the youth personally and
ter, who had to interrupt his through movies, and literastudies at A. di I. State Uni- ture emphasize the need for
versa)+, to serve an Army advance training and the opstretch. The two youths be_ portunities available.
Great concern is being ex- expressed by voice ...only. Not thugs spoiling the sport of came good friends. The friend"The most important phase
pressed by faculty members,enough positive concern has attending football games. The ship has persisted sinee Arm of the Commission's program
fans and students at various been expressed in action. This fear of becoming a victim of days. Prosser sent Trotter the is in working directly with the
enroute to following editorial which he Negro community. Each Nehigh schools about the fact is a deplorable situation which hoodlums' tactic
and from games — is ever (Prosser) wrote
that hoodlums mar most of tends to grow worse.
for the Gan_ gro organization has been conpresent.
tacted with the purpose of rethe football games held at
non College newspaper:
It
time
faculty
is
memWe
call
for
a
clean
cruiting interested volunteers
bill of
Booker T. Washington and Melbers, civic leaders and police health concerning this situation THE POSITIVE APPROACH
rose stadiums.
"Did you have any trouble willing to cooperate with his
officials come up with a solution immediately
. .with action getting into college?
Imagine whole program. These volunToo much concern is being to the ever-growing threats of and less talk.
yourself in this situation. Your teers would contact the youths
family income is less than $3,- and encourage them to at000 a year; without a college tempt going to college. This
education, your only employ- approach will be more effective because there will be no
The Abe Scharff Branch states--to meet the emotional, We urge Memphians to en- ment would be unskilled or
'do good' attitude on the part
YMCA is preparing to offer physical and social needs of roll for the swimming pro- semi-skilled labor and then of a white man to cause tengram at the Abe Scharff only when the economic situa great opportunity to boys all age levels."
Moreover the swimming BRANCH YMCA. The lessons ation is in good shape; you sion. These Negro organizaand girls—men and women—
live in a ghetto; you have no bons by supporting such a
who want to learn to swim. program will adhere to the are being geared to meet all
call our President John F. needs of students from be- real hopes for attaining a col- program will help to change
wearing them tight-like-that.
The pool at the Branch Kennedy has made for a na- ginners to junior and senior lege education or of putting it the present attitude of the Ne- ••••••••••••••••••••••••
No. That model is not wearYMCA is new. Instructors are tion-wide physical fitness pro- life guards.
to use if you did achieve this gro ghetto toward education
•
ing a dress from her daughto one that is more positive.
some of the best in town. gram. The president has in- There is not any better
ex- goal. What would you do? This LEAD THE WAY
ter's wardrobe. You see, they
•
And the program is geared— dicated that we Americans ercise to keep the body
phy- is not a fantasy. This is the ,'The community is beginhave a lot of under-girding
as Chairman Frank J. Lewis are becoming "cream-puffs." sically fit than swimming.
predicament
which
Negro
which serves something like a
youths are faced with. Not in ning to meet its responsibility,
dam to keep back a flood of
Alabama, but right here in but have the colleges done
fat. That is why she looks so
Erie, Pa. In June of 1960, there anything to meet their responmuch smaller than you rememwere 47 Negroes who gradu- sibility? It is one thing to say
that a college does not bar enber the last time you saw her
Several weeks ago a social worker from
Being a trained social worker, she none have enrolled in college. trance because of race or col'
- the Memphis office of the Tennessee handled the situation with calmness and Why? And what is being done or, but is this enough? Should NOT TEA—BUT COFFEE
self. Oh! no. . . this is not a these under-girdings. paddingil,
I am always amused by musical at all. This is that fash- and some othei things put oellir
State Department of Public Welfare composure until she returned to her of- to encourage and enable the not more positive action be
taken? It is true that colleges Teas,
the market by Goodyear and
ion show. Now I remember.
found it necessary to walk down Beale fice at the corner of S. Main and Beale capable Negro to obtain a col- are overcrowded but won't
lege education?
,
companies
St.
Long ago I forewent t h e I purchased a ticket for this Firestone rubber
•
street in the course of her duties. Several
they always be?
slightest pretense of even re- show from that lovely lads women can acquire that VenusWe deplore the conduct of any man "The Erie community Bela,
Segregation
and discrimi- motely concerning myself with
---- Like shape in a matter of
young men in their early twenties made who will prevent
bons Center lists three major "
several weeks ago.
a woman from walking factors
minutes. I believe they call
preventing the Negro nation are not local problems what to expect at a Tea.
some ugly remarks as she passed. Later the sidewalks
of Memphis unmolested. from
Which
lovely
lady,
did
peculiar
to the South. They
you those strappings. which push
going to college. The first
Despite my amusement at
they tried to brush up against her ...
The report of the incident gives us
That
ask?
blonde,
I
knew
national
are
problems
her
and pull the flesh around,
that Teas, I must admit that they
is economic. The 1950 census
a
according to a very reliable report we leave to believe that
ago. How long? foundations.
ol:. s 1 e. tend to confuse
those young hood- lists only 10 per cent of the must be met head fo
They are supposed
me once I have About six hair
received.
lums are begging for trouble.
shades
primary
ago.
instrument
o
v
I
ed
is
Negro wage earners in Erie as
to take a few pounds from
arrived. Many times as I ap- knew
her
when
ing
these
she
was
a red- where they should not be and
earning over $3,000 a year. A --proached the scene of the Tea, head.
No. I believe it was when put them where they want
educational eticafamily can hardly afford to tion. The problemsal
om-I have heard melodious voices
she
brown
had
on
whole
the
hair.
coland
Excuse
them. I believe they call it
send a child to college with 'its
giving out with the beautiful
me, it was when she was pre- "Featuring Your Best Point."
te b
ta cannottbrot lyrics of songs.
this income. It has become in- leges in particular
I'll say to
sc
o
a
o
petbt
that
e
maturely
u
em
by
grey.
Butl one thing Those shoes they are wearcreasingly difficult to work
myself. I have made a mistheir existence.
The struggle for equal job rights has a company is reportedly calm and polite. one's way through college,
take. This is not a Tea .at all. I do know, this is a fashion ing are called spike heels. Oh
Colleges
must
lead
way
the
show.
Look
been sharpened by the use of the boy- A delegation of four or five ministers and here the Negro is faced
I remember now. This is that dok Boy, at those lovely mo- yes. You are right. I know
whsh! Get an eye all about how they chew-up
with the problem of discrimi- and they can lead.
cott as a powerful economic weapon. would call on a company executive
musical to which I purchased
'
to nation
recruitment
special
drive
A
' full of that
one. No. Those are floors and rugs.
i
in employment. The "
"We're not mad at anybody. We just ask how many Negroes
that ticket.
are employed by Negro
capable
students
for
Negro
not
a
new
kind of short-shorts Sure they can see from under
is the last to be hired
want companies to allow Negroes to hold the firm and
Once inside I reassure myself
in what capacities.. Usually, and the first to be
I'll those hats. No they are not
laid off or should be undertaken, and at that it is a musical because I she is modeling That i
jobs for which they are qualified, the this information is given willingly.
-.
• ,
fired. In any job which the the risk of being called social7 . sit for the next 45 minutes lis- have you know the latest in called hoods. They're hats. I
same as white people.
ciani tening to solos,
The first visit is exploratory. At a Negro must compete with ist might we fsuggest a special
smart,
day-time
wear. Wouldn't have no idea how many birds
duets,
trios,
,_
_
_..y
This is how a spokesman justifies the second meeting
scholarship
or
a week or two later the whites he must not be justNe
groes.
if they would are naked because of that
.
quartets, qunitets, sextets, and ___u__u_7
"selective patronage program." which he delegation states a specific list of de- equal in talent and
lady's hat. But they say those
such vigorous action isnot what have
h
gird
girdle-length
dresability;
you. I have on such wear those
and other Negro ministers organized a mends, involving
he taken will the Present situa- occasions heard
'.
ses at night. Thirigs would not hats are the very latest.
the upgrading, hiring must be superior. Scholarships
a full chorus
Hey! what is that guy do
itself. ss
tion correct
We think ur
year ago. Its strength is the "not-buying of Negroes for higher
ea
I further e myself that be nearly as revealing. Yes. ing up there?
job classifications. are available but usually ar
No. He is not
not. Non-prejudice is not this is
power" of a quarter-million Philadelphia
a musical because It is fashionable to wear dres- a stage-hand, He is too well
In the case of a large baking concern not large enough to cover the enough. Positive action is
re- ..nary
cost of college.
Negroes.
tea pot or tea cup is in ses above the knees.
the demand was for two driver-salesmen,
dressed.
That
is a trumpet.
quired. Perhaps Gannon could sight."
HIS ABILITY
What concerns the 400 local pastors two clerical workers.
Usually after reassuring
You are wrong, that model Look! there are some other
and three or four "While the
Commission con- make history".
.cooperating in the program is not that girls in
myself twice, I relax in my is not wearing a dress intended guys up there. One is carrythe icing department, where siders the economic
So, there you have it, folks, seat to
problem
enjoy the musical for her baby sister. It is not ing a saxophone. There's the
companies refuse to hire Negroes: that Negro
women had not previoulsy been the most important, the second The young Negro is not alone
when suddenly I say to my- too small for her. They
corner has been turned. Their objection ernnloved.
are drummer. I suppose he—that
factor is one of attitude. The in being a New American. He
one at the right—is the pianIs that Negroes are largely confined to
The company refused. said it did not Negro population has little has many good, solid white
ist. 1 don't know. 1 didn't
the lowest job categories, with little need
more workers. A boycott was faith in and little respect for counterparts. Now, whatchuknow they were going to feaopportunity to rise even when qualified. called.
Four hundred pastors informed education. Disillusionment, on bet
turn an orchestra. It could be
"We want to change the image of Ne- their
congregations, urged their sup- the part of the Negroes, who
a Jazz combo. Let's see. Oh'
gro workers," commented one backer of nort.
have
achieved
a
college
educano. They would not have an
Placards suddenly appeared in pubthe •
orchestra here. After all it
lic places: word was passed throughout lion but who were unable to
The effectiveness of the program is the
get employment because of
lust a simple Tea.
city's Negro communities.
discrimination, does not help
Finally a woman ,will mahnot questioned by firms that have been
Two months later the company capitu- to form
handle a microphone and an
an attitude among Nesingled out for attention. A major oil
••••••
••..._
lated. The stipulated number of workers groes which is
•••••••.,.
flounce in a strident voice
favorable to
• producer and distributor was approachwere hired in each department and a few education. The Negro
comgrammed God out of worship that tea is being served in
ed last winter by representatives of the
extra. Although some companies have munity does not encourage its
altogether. Every night it is Such and Such a room.
MONROVIA, Liberia
—
ministerial group with a request for a
sought legal means to counter the young people to go on to high- (UPI)
something w h i c h calls for The official pourers will be
— The Liberian govern- Dear Editor:
meeting to discuss their employment
seated at either end of a long
group's boycott power, they have not er education.
money,
ment has announced that a
practices, The company delayed three
After r e a d in g so much I try to
to date, found a basis for doing so. There "The third factor is the lack Communist plot to overthrow
be fair . . . and 1 be table or at several small tables
weeks.
about
and as you approach they wi
the
Baptists at their re- lieve in a Higher
of motivation. This springs President William Tubman
Power. That ask in
cent convention in K a ft s a s Power
A boycott of the company's products annears to be no formal organization, from the attitude of the
a bored-to-death voice
which is — and forever
Ne- has been broken up.
no officers, no documents: hence no
while wearing a Pat Nixon
City, Mo., I'm forced to write will
was announced by the ministers
gro ghetto, but also can be told
be. So, I„, don't have to fixed-smile.
from grounds for conspiracy
government
The
information
"One or tWo
charges.
concerning such childish -like pay anyone
their pulpits on a Sunday. The
to the schools. There is not service said
to talk to that lumps of
next
Booker T. Braceut behind the program are at least enough
sugar? Cream? You
morning the firm's switchboard was
encouragement from well, the apparent leader of foolishness I b I'
.
'
me,
believe
in will reply "no cream please, I
/50 Mil of Philadelphia's 700.000 Negroes teachers,
Id be e the Congoleses. God's pattern
counselors and t h e the plot, is being sought. It WOUlik
swamped with heating-oil contract can. . . even the like lemon with my tea." She
and such organizations as fraternal educational community
The whole truth is, when fi- fowls
of the air recognize will exclaim with great suron the said Bracewell and other percellations.
nance is involved, its really leadership .
groups, social clubs, beauticians. Negro whole to overcome the atti- sons
. . but the fowls' prise, ,This is not tea; this is
The company lost no time in agreeing
"Made contact to over- r o u g h. Naturally
. . . when leaders are poor . . . but our co
newsnapers. and the National Associa- tude of the home. Hence the throw the government
o meet with the group and in
.
and
ffee.
t h u g s fall-out somebody is
.
.
changing tion for the Advanceme
.
Negro
leaders are overweight cruisig
schoolstudent ring in Communists.
nt of Colored
their employment practices
going to get hurt
relative to People.
ingdown,
the avenue.
'
Negroes. Similarly, the local
bottler of a
The Baptists don't have any We have to grow up and
The same technique can be used elsenationally advertised soft drink
look
and
live
-in divine power.
program at all. And talking
felt the where and with the same
effectiveness.
effects of a boycott in just
about bondage . . . what a Let these fellows who threattwo days Boycott is the economic
weapon that
and came to terms
en
our
souls
with everlasting
joke.
I
have been reading and
promptly.
brings the racist minded merchants to
The group's approach in
listening for someone to say damnation and eternal
dealing with their senses.
fire go
what's wrong. I will say what beggingI believe is wrong with the If many thousands of perat the Shoreman Hotel in
Baptists: M one can see, most sons would give me a dollar
Washington, D. C.
Baptists don't vote in the Na- every month, plus other pleaOther leaders of national orion a l Elections at convert- sures — an automobile _ I Miss Patsy Blue will place
ganizations who urged Delta's
tions. Every c h u r c h should certainly could haul a lot of the crown on the head of the
help were:
vote before THE REVER- sin.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — community
Junior Miss Jones of 1961-62
Mrs. Abbott L. Mills, naenvironments and
ENDS decide what the five So! Go to church if you
Several top-ranking national to help
when the Junior Miss Jones
tell the Urban story tional director of the Red Cross
million subjects w a n t. Let want — but don't forget to Pageant
leaders urged the help of Del- of non
is held at the Scipio
dramatic projects Office of Volunteers; Mrs. C
every church vote its choice. pray.
ta Sigma Theta. Inc., in the aimed
A. Jones High school in North
at mending various so_ E. Cortner, national repreTom Sykes
You might want to vote for
fight against broad national dal iiis,
Little Rock, Ark., on Wednes
tentative of the Girl Scouts
Dr. J. H. Jackson — and I
problems, at the organization's
1796 Chelsea Ave.
day night, Oct. 4.
Among the social ills men_ USA:
might want to vote for Dr.
Memphis, Tenn,
executive board meeting held tinned
The program will begin with
by Dr. Young are em- Robert Donahoe. associate
Gardner Taylor . . . or some
here recently.
selections by the band under
ployment, where Negroes out- director of the United Givers
other person.
One of the leaders was Mrs. number whites two to
the direction of F. J. Boyle.
one, and Fund of the National Capital
All these so-called Men-of-Moved
Esther Peterson, newly-ap- family breakups, involving
School attire will be mo62 Area, and Mrs. Barbara LuGod are trying to move ahead Dear Editor:
pointed Assistant Secretary per cent of the nation's
deled by Ester Neasley, ErnNegro ther, executive director of the
at the expense of human sufof Labor.
colI
read
your
just
have
District of Columbia Menta I
families.
tering Some are given to u m n, "Notwithstanding" in estine Brown, Linda Wilson,
She urged Deltas to help
Dr. Young asked Deltas to Health Association.
down-right lying. Every Bap- your Sept. 23 issue. I was June Faulkner, JoAnn FOUTIpromote passage of state and see to it that
tain, Anita Hammock, Rose
tist layman should demand a moved
the Urban
to tears by its lofty
Federal laws to protect the na- League receives
bigger voice in the conven- message that came thundering Mary Powell. Shirley Cottrell
Community VERSATILE
tion's workers, particularly its r h est funds in communities HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
tion, by voting. One would be to me in such beautiful choice and Patricia Hunter.
women workers who, Miss Pet- where local prejudices
The same students will be
surprised at the number of of words.
prevail One of motion picture's foreerson said, often work longer against the League's
most art directors. Don AshBaptists who don't know This was the finest piece of presented in a "display of talwork,
hours than men for less pay.
ton. has signed a new kind of
Jackson. Most of them just got journalism I have ever read. ent," with Abraham Marshall
Dr. Young said that concontract that takes him away
The nation's employment trary to popular
acquainted with the man. Of I must keep it for my scrap- as narrator, and modeling parbelief, the from
his element.
course, I have been reading book,
problems will not be solved Urban League is
ty dress with Marion Rose
not self-supAshton has been signed for
by sending its women workers porting
a lot about Dr. Jackson and
Who can deny the pen is Johnson giving the comments.
from corporation and a
major share of the design
if I were in the Baptist church, mightier than the sword, esoe- CONTEST JUDGES
home, she added, noting that foundation funds.
Of its $500.- work for The
I would get out. At one time cially when it produces such Judges for the contest will
the challenge is to find em- 000 annual
Queen's Hotel in
budget, only about Hong
I was a member of a Baptist a beautiful and artistic pic- he Mrs. Vivian Stewart. Mrs.
Kong—to be one of the
ployment for all who want to $200,000 comes
from time largest luxury
church
in C as ton Creek. I lure as your article had done Louise J. Benton AM Mrs. Lawork.
hotels in the
sources. Some $50.000 comes orient.
joined Beulah Baptist church. I shall continue to watch vern P Harrison.
Another of the leaders • was from local affiliates, with the
However, I withdrew some- your paper
Ashton will he in charge of
for similar articles Serving on the pageant
Dr. Whitney Young, newly- remainder coming from the
time ago be
interior design of the 28-story
'I am a of prose and beauty and such seittee are Mrs. E. S. TavloW
appointed executive director of general public.
Christian
in
my
hotel,
which
own
right
already is under
and a challenging message as this Ari,4 Mrs. J S. Ivy. co-chairthe National Urban League.
The occasion for the visit construction. Ashton's part
never will I accept organized one has
of
so wonderfully done. men: Clyde Webb. Miss LoHe urged Deltas to help new- of these
-wpm YOU WFS ITF -"HAT TICKET...DO Toll SFR INAT TRAT religion again . . . simply beleaders was Delta's the project will cost $1.5 milC. W. Westbrooks
raine Pie:leer. Miss Jessie
corners adjust to their new Executive Board
cause it does not mean a thing
1t4AT tie WRY I PARKED HMI"
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meeting held lion.
1851 Freemont ave.
Mayfield. T,lovd Face,,and
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Travels In An African Safari
•
Not As Bad As We Picture

Howard University Adds Five Officers
And Eleven Ranking Faculty Members
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Indian Tribe Publishes
A Tabloid Newspaper

the Florida Indians, it is their
first written publication. And
as the lead editorial proclaims:
"This newspaper is free of all
By CLAIRE COX
ties of trees shed their leaves It is possible to travel by jet
censorship by tribe, state or
at
different
times of the year aircraft from New York to
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
federal government. Its policy
Many persons think of high ad- and many are evergreen.
Nairobi, the largest city in
is to print the truth."
.Venture at the mention of' an The standard, old-fashioned East Africa, in about 20 hours.
The other editorial endorses
African safari.
safaris still are arranged for The total cost for a three-week
Tiger for president of
Howard
They see themselves in pith tourists who can either track
safari, round-trip from New
board of directors of the Semihelmets, sloshing through mire down big game to kill or to
and jungle in a single file line photograph. Most prefer to York, can be as low as $1200
nole tribe of Florida, Inc.
made up largely of native bear- shoot animals with cameras to $1500, including accommodaCo-editors Alice Oacola and
tions
best
at
the
hotels,
inns,
ers carrying huge bundles of rather than guns, a trend that
Betty Mae Jumper don't pull
and
lodges
and
meals.
ltupplies on their heads and in- is encouraged by East African
their punches.
cluding at least one white hunt- game officials who want to Train travel is relatively inThe headline story is about
er with deadly aim.
preserve their herds of ele- expensive aboard light-weight
a claim for $350 million filed
In the jungle lurk poisonous phants, giraffes, lions, rhino- cars manufactured in East Africa and drawn by imported loagainst the federal government
!makes and deadly beasts wait- ceroses and hippopotamuses.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — and holds the rank of associate versity of Cincinnati, the Mas- by the Seminoles and asks:
Mg for a chance to pounce upon But. Mathews said in an in- comotives. First-class hotel accommodations. including "bed
Howard University officials professor of philosophy. He is ter of Arts from Cincinnati
.the intruders. Cannibal tribes terview, there is much for the
and "Will Kennedy honor U.S. comand breakfast," are available
today announced the appoint- a graduate of Talladega (Ala.)
.are poised with spears at van- American tourist besides campthe Doctor of Philosophy from mittments? Will Udall deny
for $8 a day in the cities. The
ment
of
five administrative College, and holds the Master
Miccosukees legal representatage points along the route.
ing trips in East Africa. There
average cost of travel in East
officers and 11 ranking faculty of Arts and Doctor of Philo- Columbia. He formerly served tion?"
ak This chapter out of "Tarzan," are vast beaches for sunbathing Africa is about $7 a day includas
director
of
the
members
Division
as the 94th year of sophy degrees from the Uniof To educate those readers who
Among the new faculty memIrtays Denis 0. Mathews, gen- and swimming and deep-sea ing meals and room.
Education and Psychology at do not know a Miccosukee In.
bers joining the Southern uni- instriaction began at the in- versity of Michigan.
•eral manager of the East Afri- `ishing expeditions on which
About 7,000 Americans now
stitution
with
an enrollment
Mr. James, also a Talladega Virginia Union.
dian from a Muskogee Semica Tourist Travel Association, huge marlin can be caught. The visit East Africa each year. The versity staff for the first time
which is expected to exceed graduate, holds the Master of
is just one of the western mis- inland lakes abound in fresh total number of tourists ranges will be Dr. Vancion E. White, a 7,200
Dr. Gosnell is a graduate of nole, there is part two of a hisstudents.
Science degree from Boston
tory lesson on page 3 telling
conceptions about East Africa water fish.
between 45,000 and 60,000 an- young chemist, who will beApproved by the executive University. He served at one the University of Rochester, why it is
"improper to call
—made up of Kenya, TanganTourists can motor through nually: with many visitors be- come chairman of the Chemis- committee of
holds
and
the
Doctor
Philothe
of
assistant
time
as
professor of
University's
Seminoles 'one' tribe." And
yika and Urganda.
the countryside, viewing moun- ing attracted from other Afri- try department at the univer- board of
trustees
and
history
government
at its reat sophy degree from the Uni- there is a continuing Englishsity, it has been announced by
A safari is any trip, whether tains capped with snow can countries. There w a sa
gular September meeting yes- Tennessee State A & I Uni,lpy bicycle, auto, airplane or throughout the year. They are slump in tourist traffic after Dr. 'Felton C. Clark, presi- terday were the appointments versity, and held the position versity of Chicago. He held re- Miecosukee-Seminole dictionary
on foot. A businessman who free to visit coffee and tea the Congo disturbances, but dent of Southern.
of three student personnel of- of archivist at the National search positions with such on the back page that shows
-travels to see a client /00 miles plantations and observe the Mathews said visitors are ap- Dr. White, a graduate of ficials, an acting director of Archives in Washinngton, D. government agencies as the the two Indian tribes speak
away is "on safari." So is a harvesting of crops. There are pearing in greater numbers Tougaloo college (Mississippi) University libraries, an assis- C. prior to his present ap- Department of State and the different language.
Miccosukce for Indian man
tourist who stays in the best three and five-day steamer ex- now that they realize that East and Purdue university for the tant dean of the College of pointment.
Central Intelligence Agency
.hotels and travels by hired cursions on Lake Victoria, sec- Africa is far from the scenes of M. S. and doctorate degrees, Liberal Arts, four full proDr. Hurst holds the Bachelor from 1945 to 1960, and served is pronounced gaht-kitis-nocomes
Southern
ond only to lake superior in other strife on the continent.
to
from Ala- fessors, and seven associate of Arts, Master of Business
gee."
car over paved roads.
during the past year as prosize.
"If someone throws a stone bama A & M college, where he professors.
In the Miskogee Seminole
Administration, and Doctor of fessor of research at American
Mathews has come to the
A trip into the bush, over in Durban, 1500 miles away, was chairman of his depart- One woman was among the Philosophy degrees, all from
language, Indian man is ''isteeUnited States to try to clear
University.
road systems carefully mapped it frightens people over here to ment with an impressive rec- new administrative officers Wayne State University in De,tip misconceptions about East
Col. Hurd is a graduate of cha-tee."
by an American Oil Company, death." Mathews said. "Stan- ord.
announced by University Pres- troit. Prior to coming to Ho- Tuskegee (Ala.) Institute with The Miccosukees lived near
Africa, site of Kilimanjaro, the
means merely driving into the leyville, the most important He has taught at the Red- ident James M. Nabrit, Jr. ward he served as professor of
more than 22 years service Tallahassee, Fla., when Christosnow-capped mountain made
countryside, where there are city in the Congo, is 1,000 miles stone Arsenal, a course in She is Patricia Roberts Harris, speech and assistant director in the U.S. armed forces.
discovered
He pher
Columbus
„famous by the late Ernest Heintall grass, trees and clumps of from Nairobi. It is almost in polymer chemistry, which was a 1945 graduate of the
College of the remedial program at holds the rating of command America, the history portion
.ingway, and of the storied
bushes.
sponsored by the American of Liberal Arts at Howard, Wayne State.
another world."
pilot, and formerly served relates. The Muskogee Semirneeting of Stanley and LivingChemical Society, The Ameri- who was named to the post of
Dr. Stevens is a graduate with the Air Force in Chateau- nols migrated from the CaroliAton.
can Institute of Chemists and associate dean of students. of the University of New roux, France.
nas about the year 1750.
•, Situated on the equator but
the University
of Alabama; Dean Harris holds the Master Hampshire, and holds the
Dr. Morgan is a graduate of The Miccosukees never sign"At a high altitude, much of East
read a distinguished paper at of Arts degree from the Uni- Master of Library Service and Fisk University at Nashville.
ed a peace treaty with the
:Africa enjoys a uniformly mothe 1960 annual meeting of the versity of Chicago, and the Doctor of Philosophy degrees Tenn., and holds the Master
United States at the close of
Aerate climate completely withAmerican Chemical Society; Doctor of Jurisprudence de- from Rutgers University. He of Arts and Doctor of Philosothe infamous and expensive
-out seasonal changes, contrary
has received grants for special gree from the George Wash- formerly served as instructor phy degrees from the Univerto a popular western notion
ington University Law School. in library service and research sity of Michigan. He served as Seminole wars of the early
research
in
chemistry
the
from
1800's.
that all the vast continent of Marron W. Fort, industrial Newbury Port school commitNational Institute of Health At the latter institution she associate at Rutgers.
professor of Romance languaAfrica is steaming hot most of specialist for the International tee and as a member of the
Since then they have refused
In other action by the trus- ges at American University
and the American Cyanimid was the ranking student in
the time.
Cooperation
Administration city council.
Company; and was one of a the law class of 1960. Prior to tees, Wilmer Lawson, dean of prior to joining the Howard to live on reservations.
During World War II, he
So mild is the temperature, died recently at Georgetown
And the Miccosukees want
group of select young chemists her present appointment she the School of Music since 1943, faculty.
was inducted in the Navy. He
served as a member of the was named dean of the new
whether in May or December, University Hospital after
New faculty members hold- no part of the $350 million
a rose to the rank of Lt., USNR to attend an institute on
appeals
and
Dr.
and
College
research
of Fine Arts,
hat roses arid chrysanthemus brief
staff in
ing the rank of associate pro- claims filed by the Seminoles.
Chromatography
at Kansas
illness. He was 55.
and served with distinction.
loom all year, in .the same
State university and Fisk uni- the Criminal Division of the Carroll L. Miller, former as- fessor include Dr. Allessandra The Miccosukees want land,
Dr. Fort had returned in
Soon
after
his
demobilizaU.S.
College
Department
of
sistant
of
the
dean
of
-gardens with narcissus, daffo- January
Justice
L. del Russo of the School of the watery expanses of the
from Karachi, Pakis- tion he returned to Newbury versity.
In addition to her duties as Liberal Arts, was promoted to Law; Dr. Martin Danzig and Everglades along the Tamiami
dils and other blooms regard- tan,
where he had served since Port where he remained until He was also a Purdue Fel- dean,
Mrs.
also
dean.
associate
Miller
Harris
Dr.
also
will
ed in the western world as 1959 as chief
Dr. Kathleen Hill of the trail where they now live.
of the industrial his appointment in ICA as an low while studying at that serve as a lecturer
in the serves as head of the Depart- School of Social Work; Dr. Several times the Miccosuspring flowers. Different varie- division of the
institution. He is married to the Howard
ICA Mission industrial specialist.
School of Law.
ment of Education.
Hyman Kamel (mathematics) kees are referred to as the "unthere. Earlier he had been
He is survived by his wife former Miss Rose Knowles. Other new administrative
Among the new faculty ap- of the College of Liberal Arts; conquered" the "unsurrenderdeputy chief of the industry Alice (nee Curtis), C., a son, Jackson, Miss., and Is the faofficials include Dr. Winston pointees are Dr. Walter G. William J. Penn (music) and
ed." The newspaper issue
division of the Ankara, Turkey Marron C., graduate student ther of two children.
K. McAllister as director of Daniel, professor of education; Dr. David A. Wilkie (art) of
crowds in reports on Indian pomission and an industrial spe- at the University of Pennsyladmissions, Josef C. James Dr. Harold F. Gosnell, pro- the College of Fine Arts; and
litics, the annual snake dance,
cialist in Tel Aviv, Israel.
vania: his mother, Mrs. Irene
as associate director of admis- fessor of government; Lt. Col. Dr. John A. Kenney, Jr., (derhow to prepare swamp cabBefore joining the ICA, Dr. Fort, Dorchester. Mass., and a SALOME'S HERE
sions, Dr.. Charles C. Hurst, James A. Hurd, professor of matology) of the College of
bage, criticism of state and fedFort had been a professor of brother, Dr. Moreland Fort of HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Jr. as
assistant dean of the air science; and Dr. Raleigh Medicine.
eral Indian agents, a column
physics at South Carolina Dayton, Ohio; niece, Alice Salome Jens has arrived in
College of Liberal Arts, and Morgan, Jr., professor of RoLOS ANGELES — Gov. Edaddition
new
the
In
11
to
State College and director of Irene Fort, Los Angeles, Calif. Hollywood for the stage show Dr.
of praise of the newspaper and
Norman D. Stevens as mance languages. Dr. Morgan teachers with the rank of pro"round G. Brown last week nam- the
two columns of personals.
physics department of Funeral services were held "A Short Happy Life," which acting director of
University also will serve as head of the fessor or associate professor.
-ed Superior Judge Edwin L. West Virginia State
College. at Washington Cathedral, and opens Oct. 3.
Personal notices of biths conlibraries.
Department of Languages.
Jefferson to a three-judge trinew
have
teachers
82
been
apHe had also held a post as burial followed at Arlington Miss Jens makes her
Dr. McAllister has been a
screen
Dr. Daniel holds undergra- pointed to the Howard facul- tain "congratulations" from
bunal forming a new unit of vice president
of the A. & G. National Cemetery with full debut in Allied Artists' "Angel member of the Liberal Arts
duate degrees from Virginia ties with the rank of assistant the editors. One reports the
California's Second Appellate J. Caldwell Company, Inc., a
birth of six baby pigs to Doris
military honors.
Baby."
faculty at Howard since 1946. Union University and the Uni- professor or instructor.
district.
distillation company in NewOsceola's sow with added notaJefferson, first Negro super- bury Port, Mass. He was a
tion that this is "an increase
ior court judge in Los Angeles World War II veteran.
to Doris' family."
AG4T
, .1r•
INAS
. County. will be associated with
Dr. Fort was born in CamTO IAI<E ViVACA-Ttot4
Justices Louis Burke and Frank bridge. Mass., and was eduBalthis.
NOW?'IOU KNOW
cated in the Cambridge. Mass.
A Mississippi native, Judge public schools. Received his
WHAT HE SAID
Jefferson is a graduate of the B.S., M.S., and P. H. D. degrees
TO ME?
University of Southern Califor- from the Massachusetts Instinia school of Law and a mem- tute of Technology. Upon
ber of numerous legal and fra- graduation from MIT he jointernal societies.
ed the faculty at South CaroHe was first appointed to lina State College and West
the bench in 1941 by the late Virginia State College.
„Gov. Culbert Olson. Prior to He later became an officer
that Jefferson was a successful of the A. & G. J. Caldwell
trial lawyer.
Company in Newberry Port,
Justice Jefferson is married Mass. While residing there
and the father of a 14-year-old he was active in civic affairs.
daughter
He served as a member of the
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Dear Mme Chante: I would Dear Mme Chante: I am a
be delighted to hear from ma- Jamaican
who would like to
ture, single, Christian men
and women between the ages correspond with a nice lady
of 30 and 60. I am a school or gentleman in the USA. I
teacher, single, 28, 5 feet 6 sin a dressmaker, 28 years old,
inches tall, 135 lbs., light dark complexion.
Will answer
brown complexion, dark
all letters and exchange phobrown hair. Enjoy writing to
shut-ins and to people living tos.-- Ruby Smith, 31 A. Linin rural, isolated areas. All coln Ave., Kingston 13. B. W.
letters will be answered. No 1.
• ••
post cards, please. — Miss
Rachael C. Starling, 411 E. Dear Mine Charlie: I am a
widow, 48 years old, no chil13th, Anchorage, Alaska.
.• •
dren, and very lonely. A high
•
Dear Mme Chante: I have sehool graduate, 5 feet, 6 inchread where you have helped es tall, 200 lbs. medium brown
Have
a
good
others. Please help me find a complexion.
Christian lady between 40 and trade. Would like to nieet a
man
who
has
marriage
in
55 years old, who wants a dependable. Christian mate and imid, no small children or
companion. My children are family ties. Would like respecgrown. I ant a widower, tall table man in his 40's or 50's.
good health, nice looking, 45 Will answer all letters.. — F.
years old. Willing to relocate Williams, c-o Mrs. Phinney,
if necessary. — James Gee, P. 402 E. 61st street, Los Angeles.
0. Box 2237, Main P. 0. Box
•••
2237, Washington, D. C.
• ••
Dear Mme Chante: I would
Dear Mme Chante: I am 50 like to correspond with young
but look much younger, 6 feet, service men between the ages
2 inches tall, 172 lbs, medium of 18--25. I am 18, 5 feet, 5
brown skin. Interested in inches tall, weigh 116 lbs
meeting a woman between 35 Promise to answer all letters
and 50 who is neat, broad- and exchange pictures. Alfreeminded, considerate, generous. chi Alexander, 5303 S. Shields,
Race or color does not matter. Chicago 9, III.
• ••
— Robert T. Washiinglon, P.
0. Box 9188, Chicago 90, Ill.
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
• ••
gentleman, 5 feet, 9 inches. tall.
By FRANK EIDGE
Dear Mme Chante: I have 155 lbs., a tailor and self- emread your column each week ployed. Would be more than
MIAMI — (CPC —From out
and like it. Would like to hear glad to correspond with young of the Everglades each month
from a few who are 50 or old- ladies between the ages of 22 comes the voice of the "uner, the handicapped or some- and 32 from all parts of the conquered" Florida Indians, the
one interested in handicapped United States and foreign Seminole Indian news.
persons. I am 51, a Baptist, countries. If sincere please en- The second issue of the four
handicapped and lonely—Miss close photo with reply. — Len- page, tabloid newspaper went
Ruby Davenport, 871 Waddell ord Davis, Box 11256, Pitts- into the mails here this week.
St., Athens, Ga.
burgh 38, Penn.
In the centuries-old history of
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Here's A Page Of Weekend Comics For The Mole Family
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THE CISCO KID -:-

-:- By Jose Salinas & Rod Reed
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COSTUME,!

By Carl Anderson
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GLAMOR GIRLS
MERRY MENAGERIE

GLAMOR GIRLS

By Walt Disney

Try and Stop Me
By BENNETT CERF

F

OR GENERATIONS, one of the standard products offered
for sale by circus hawkers has been "pink lemonade."
The origin of this peculiar potation, according to John Ringling North, goes back to
the day when one Peter
Conklin was handling the
refreshment concession
for Mabie's Mighty Circus in

the South.
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"What do they mean, 'Weaker sex'?! You spank
harder than dada,

"Poor

gay is

sure handicapped—he
only SEVEN legs!"

was born with

One afternoon was such
a scorcher that lemonade
sales reached unprecedented heights, and Pete
Conklin ran out of his
principal ingredient:
water. He rushed into
the dressing room of Fannie Jamieson, the Fat
Lady, and heedless of her
protests, seized a tub of water in which she had been soakher bespangled red dress. "A little dye never hurt no-

•
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body." pronounced Pete.

*wen. If you should ask

MY optnion—s"
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THREE STARS for the Chicago Packers professional basketball
team, new entry into the National Basketball Association, are seated during breakfast in dining room of their plush training camp
in Burlington, Wis. (Seated 1-r) Andy Johnson, Walt Bellamy and
Max Jamasen.

MEMBERS of the press, radio and television were recently invited
to open house at the Chicago Packers' training camp in Burlington, Wis. Here they are shown seated in stands at the Burlington
High School gymnasium watching team in inter-squad game.

HORACE WALKER (left) and Walt Bellamy go through shooting
practice during Chicago Packers training session at the Burlington
High School gymnasuim. Walker is a former star with the D.C.
Truckers of Denver.

PACKERS-DRILL — First four photo sequences show on George Bonsall's back for rebound, Walt
Bellamy made him an All-American center. In first photo he shot with
(from L-R) Horace Walker hooking in basket, Max making shot while Johnson watches. In remaining
either hand, third his tremendous reach and
four, displays his dribbling talent, secondly his ability to finally he goes
Tamasen leaping for rebound, Andy Johnson jumping Bellamy displays his greatness
up for a dunk shot.
and versatility which

DAVE FAHS, formerly of Michigan State, attempts to drive around
Big 6-8 Charlie Tyra during squad game at Burlington High School.
Fahs only five feet, seven inches, is the fastest man on the ball
club and his speed and versatility makes him as tall as the tallest.

(LEFT PHOTO) Head coach Jim Pollard (center) (left), business manager for the Chicago Packers and (Right Photo) Coach Pollard explains a few defensive squad game at Burlington High School.(Photo by Taw
watches Walt Bellamy and Max Jamasen go through Mickey Roffner, former All-American and now an of- tact ics to members of the Chicago Packers during Rhoden)
a c-"-• of one-on-one. (Center Photo) Jerry Kobirte ficial, were referees during Packers' inter-squad gale.
•

MESDAMES ETA PAGE, ed the vivid red carpeting
EMMA T. JOHNSON AND which adorns the private dinMAGGIE D. JORDAN chose ing room of the establishment.
Lelia Walker Clubhouse as Cocktail hour found members
the scene of the first meet- and guests exchanging gay
ing of Fall for the Clara repartee and savoring the
Barton Health Club recently. warm feeling emanating from
Amid delightful hospitality the gathering of close and enprovided by the well-known during friendships.
hostesses, members eagerly Delicious Southern fried
heard plans for the year and chicken was the main fare on
put the final touches to the the menu . . . and the bridge
LUNCHEON MODELS — luncheon will be held Satur- Alphabettes is composed of
nurses graduation exercises session that followed dinner
Memphis Alphabettes will day. Oct. 28, at I p.m.. at wives and sweethearts of the
which were held Friday, Sept. revealed the contents of CO-ETTE MODELS
intersperse their smart the Flamingo Room. Luncheon members of the Alpha Delia
. . chapter of Co-Ettes, Inc. will be entirely French—in22, at Collins Chapel church. smartly beribboned and be- Among the
"Champagne Sur La Rive entertainment will also fea- Lambda chapter of Alpha Phi
lovely models at They will model junior fash- spired. Seen left to right are
Miss Clara Burton, the nurse wrapped distinctive boxes .. . the
Gauche" with these lovely ture the Alpha musicians. Alpha fraternity. Models
Alphabettes' Champagne ions from the collections of the Misses Beverly Hooks,
that the club has assisted with sets of luxurious towel enmodels and others in the The subscription event is ex- shown left to right are Misses
Luncheon on Oct. 28, at the outstanding American design- Annie Ruth Phillips, Jaqua,
scholarship aid through her sembles and beautiful modshowing of creations by pected to be a highlight of Sylvia Grad, Helen Duncan,
Flamingo Room will be these ers in the fashion show inter- line Brodnaz, Paulette Brink•
training period, received her ern ceramics. Top scorers for
America's most famous de- the season, and the menu will Magnolia Johnson
and
diploma in the graduating the SKC's were Louise Davis. members of the Memphis spersing the luncheon which ley and Ann Burford.
signers. The
champagne feature French cuisine. The Dorothy T. Walker.
class. Mrs. Zana Ward was Juanita Arnold and Gertrude
the able chairman of the Walker, and for the guests,
scholarship committee.
Addie Jones and Esther Brown.
In keeping wth the organi- Other SKC's present were
zation's interest in the health Minnie Woods, Julia Hopson,
and welfare of the community, Melba Briscoe, Alma Booth,
a check for $50 was sent to Harriet Davis, Mildred CrawSt. Jude hospital.
ford, Charlesteen Miles, Ann
Clara Barton members pre- Reba Twigg and 'your scribe.'
sent were Mesdames Willa Marion's other guests were
Briscoe, Alberta Sample, Zana Bernice Barber, Jewel GenWard, LaBlanche Jack son, try and Delores Soctt.
• • •
Hollingsworth, Pearline B.
Dean A. A. Branch of TouSaunders, Edith Scott, Mc- LA FABULOSAS CLUB
galoo Southern Christian colAdams Sloan, Rebecca Tate, was complimented by a beauThere will be fall and winter ter fashions with creations by lege was honored by the Bluff
and Frances E. Tharpe. Guests tiful party given by Matlida
fashions, a 65-piece concert Memphis' most outstanding de- City and Shelby County Counat the meeting were Mrs. Whalum at her home at 1775
orchestra, a jazz trio, lovely signers and creators. Direct- cil of Civic Clubs at its first
Mary D. King and Mrs. Mary Glenview last Saturday evemodels and beautiful secre- ing and producing this part of annual Foinider's Day celebraMurphy.
ning. Gourmet menu featured
taries when the second annual the show will be done by Mrs. tion Sept. 10, at the Abe
DELTA MOTHERS
baked ham, turkey, hollandaise
Scharff YMCA.
public show is sponsored by Martha Jean Steinberg.
Another community minded sauce topped asparagus, tossthe Abe Scharff Branch YMCA
Dean Branch, who was the
Another feature el the shew
club is that of Delta MOTH- ed salad and hors d'ouevres
Sunday, Oct. 29 at the Ellis will be the culmination of the founder and a past president
ERS, who annually contribute ... all served from a glass
auditorium, starting at 8 p.m., "Secretary Of the Year Con- of the Council, received a life
a scholarship to a college wrought iron table . . .
announces the director of the test" which is being directed membership in recognition of
student. Delta Mothers were The orange color scheme
show, A. C. Williams, a board by Mrs. Frances Hassell of his distinguished and meritorithe guests of Mrs. Minnie seen in the lovely home of
member at the Branch YMCA Universal Life Insurance com- ous performance of public
Brinkley at her home at 2694 the Whalums was caught up
service to the community.
and also promotional consul- pany.
Supreme avenue on Sunday, in flower arrangements of
The Council was organized
tant at WDIA radio.
Sept. 24. Members were glad orange gladiolus and mums.
A specialty on the show will
in 1951 to help improve the
This year's theme is "Y" be
to see their hostess able to be La Fabulosas members preHoneymoon Garner Jazz status
of Negroes in Memphis.
Fashions With Music."
up and around by means of sent were Nina Brayon, Hazel
Trio and the vocal styling of
At that time there were 9,000
Featured at the show will "Two and
a. wheel chair, resulting from Bass, Erma Black, Eloise FlowTwo," the mid- registered Negro voters in
be the 65-piece concert orches- South's
the fall she had sustained erse, Odiestiene Herndo n,
most different vocal Memphis, but during the ten
tra band and of the_Mislissippi group.
which resulted in a fractured Kathleen Johnson, Nora Jones,
year period the number has
hip.
Vocational college in rtti Bena,
Nedra Jordan, Ruby Jean
Admission to the show is by increased to 73,000.
Oct. 22 looms large on their Lewi s, Juanita Lewis, Mary
Miss. The music makers, playsubscription only . . . which
County schools have been
horizons, as the club made Ethel Jones, Doris Shackeling on $80,000 worth of muscial can be
obatined from secre- improved, high schools accredpreparations for their annual ford and Laurie Sugarrnon.
CO-ETTE
OFFICERS —
recording secretary; Carolyn Davis, chairman of the junior instruments are preparing to taries competing for the
title ited, the Zoological Gardens
tea, to be hold on that day at Scores of guests included Among the newly elected Brandon, business manager: board
of directors. Miss Erma play everything f rom sym- "Secretary of the Year," or at opened to all citizens. Negro
the Lelia Walker Clubhouse, Ann Willis, Vivian Willis, officers of the Memphis chap- Yvonne Jordan,
phony
to
pop
.
.
.
plus
jazz
sejournalist: Laws is the group's sponsor;
the Abe Scharff Branch YMCA firemen employed, recreationwhere a clock radio will be Cecelia West le y, Maxine ter of Co-Ettes. Inc., are these and above,
left to right. Bev- and Mrs. A. A. Letting the lections.
254 S. Lauderdale st. Sub- al facilities have been improvawarded to some lucky indi- Smith, Nell Northeross, Pearl sub-deb
President of the college, Dr. scription are:
lovelies. Seated left erly Guy, treasurer: Ann co-sponsor.
$3 per couple or ed, voting machines have been
vidual. Happiness w as ap- Gordon, Rita Olive, Velma
J. H. White when contacted $2 for one.
to right, Sally June Bowman, Burford, president and Jana
installed, and the Council coparent also over the fact they Lois Jones, Erma Laws, Milby Williams for the engageoperated with the city in the
are sending another young dred Horne, Elene Phillips,
ment
of
the college's musicians,
beautification of homes in the
lady to college and a subse- Anna Clark, Ann Robinson to teach in the school in her Mrs. Booth said that the Mem- Our deepest sympathy
said:
"We are happy for our
field.
community.
phis Links are looking for reaches out to Dr. Brawner,
quent career. A check for $100 and Leatrice Bell.
academically talented children who flew to New York last concert band and orchestra to
was turned over to LeMoyne Smart prizes were won by CONGRATULATIONS
college., Attending the meet- Laurie and Nina; and the luc- Mrs. Alma Booth, a mem- who need stimulation, and that Friday night to meet her be a part of this wonderful
. . We have many
ing were Mes6mes Beatrice ky guests — Maxine Smith ber chapter of Links, Inc. and the chapter plans to 'make mother . . . and to Alpha, who program
principal of Keel School for trips to museums available, was cabled to come home im- fine young musicians from The Mademoiselle club has
McDowell, Ida Lenoir Ethel and Velma Lois Jones.
Crippled Children, has re- and to provide these children mediately, since she remained Memphis in our band. This made plans to hold its annual
Douglas, Ruth Anderson, Ca- FETE YALE GUEST
therine McFadden, Alice Bur- Mrs. Frances Laws and her ceived a certificate of achieve- with newspapers, magazines there to continue her concert elves us a chance to say thanks Tea & Fashion Revue, SunThe Walker Avenue School
chett, Estelle Campbell and daughter Miss Erma Lee Laws ment in the Action in Edu- and encyclopedias. Anyone tour, which found her in to the Memphis schools and day, Oct. 22, at the Vance Avcation Awards Program of who knows of such children France when the news was their fine band directors who enue Branch YWCA from 4 PTA has made plans for its
Mignonette Sneight.
entertained for Mrs. Rhetugh
first meeting of the fall, an1960-61 sponsored by the Bet- are invited to submit their received
BRIDGE PARTIES
sent them to us. Our band until 7 p.m., announces the
Dumas and her precocious litclub's reporter, Mrs. Georgia nounces Mrs. Georgia B. Lewis,
SKC CLUB was the guest tle daughter, Ordrienne (Coo- ter Homes and Gardens maga- names to her.
She was well-known for her will sunort the YMCA and we
of MRS. MARION PRIDE, who ky) and Mrs. Laws' sister-in- zine. The award was made for The Memphis Links repre- charm and graciousness of urge all Memphis and the Larry. Narrator for the show assistant chairman of publicity.
The meeting is set for Thursthe "A College Night For sent 22 local women united manner,
entertained with a lovely party law, Mrs. Julia Russell,
and for her diligence mid_South to do the same." will be Mrs. Martha Jean day, Oct. 5 at 3:30 p.m., at
all of Parents"
presented at Pente- for civic action.
at the Flame club on Outer Natchez, Miss., Sunday,
Steinburg. Local models will
in assisting her daughter, Dr. rosiTeREON
Sept. costal Temple
the school.
last year by the SAD CONDOLENCES
Parkway last Saturday. The 25. at their home
Mernnhie most beautiful !no- feature fall fashions.
Brawner in her office and
on DunnaPresident of the group, Mrs.
Memphis chapter of the Links. We join the countless mem- while
hospitality of the affair match- vent st,.
visiting ill patients.
APIs will display fall and win- Meeting of the club was held Earnestine Young, urges all
The 35 national award recip- bers of the community who
at the home of Mrs. Perline
The party was enroute to
A
registered nurse, who had
ients are listed in the maga- were stunned to hear of the
Banks, 162 W. Dison at. Im- members and parents of pupils
St. Louis, Mo. where Mrs.
also assisted her husband, her
mediately following the busi- attending the school to attend
Russell was to stop while zine's October issue. Along sudden and tragic demise of presence will be a loss to the
with the National Education the late Mrs. Jewel Brawner
ness session, the hostess served the meeting. She said "we are
Rhetugh continued on to New
community
in
civic,
social and
in need of a projector a n d
a turkey dinner.
Haven, Conn., where she has Association and the National while enroute to New York religious circles, and especially
for the school as well as
The next meeting is sched- slides
received a fellowship to teach School Boards Association, the City from Europe, enflight, in the Bluff City Medical Soin the famed University's gra- Better Homes and Gardens last Saturday. Mrs. Brawner, ciety's Auxiliary, where she
uled for Sunday. Oct. 8 at the two sets of encyclopedia."
LeMoyne college students
duate school and do research magazine sponsored the pro- the widow of the late Dr. Jeff was a devoted member.
attending weekly chapel ser- home of Mrs. Men Carson, 206
gram to encourage individuals Brawner, was the guiding
When In Douglas
in public health nursing.
vices Wednesday morning stood Leath at., announces the presiand organizations to work for light in the lives of her two
Meeting the delightful viStop in at
dent.
Mrs
Dozie
Tuggle.
silent
in
tribute
to the late
sitors were Miss Velma Lois the improvement of local edu- talented daughters who mourn
Dag Hammarskjold, the United
cational facilities and oppor- her loss, Dr. Clara Brawner
Jones, the Misses Helen and
Nations secretary-general, who
and Miss Alpha Brawner.
Marie Bradford, Mrs. Rubye tunities.
was killed in a plane crash in
Specializing In Han* Coolmd
Gadison and Marjorie Ulen. The program presented by Mrs. Brawner left for
Northern Rhodesia while tryFOOD
It is believed that Mrs. Dumas the Links informed parents Munich. Germany on Sept. 1,
ing
to
bring
peace
to
the
Congo.
about
the
nature and purposes accompanying her daughter,
at HOME Ni one sesy application,
is the first person of her race
Air Conditioned for
of the guidance services of- Alpha, rising concert artist, The Young People's City The silent tribute was reYou can have natural-looking straight
Here's blessed relief from tortures of vaginal
fered in local high schools who was representing the Union No. 2 has planned a quested by Dr. Hollis F. Price, Itch,
Your Comfort
rectal itch, chafing, rash and <canna
hair the safe, easy SILKY STRATE
president of the college, who with an amazing new scientific formula
way. Your hair stays 'Weight for
and the value of counseling.
United States in an interna- Tea and Fashionette for Sun- was
LANACANE. TIth fasoscting, stein•
called
chapel
speaker.
months, won't go back even when
Booth is the chairman of tional music festival at Munich, day, Oct. 8 at Owen college
less medicated creme kills harmful bacteria
wet. Easy-to-follow directions for
perms while it soothes raw, irritated and
the group's civic program. and later at Geneva, Switzer- from 4 to 7 p.m. The affair is
professional-like reeulta.
inflamed skin tissue. Stops scratching—so
healing. Don't suffer another minute.
Other
speeds
members
of
the
combeing
land.
given
for
the benefit of
FOR WOMEN: Gentle Strength
Get LANACANEi today at all drug stores.
mittee are Mrs. Addie Jones. She was present to see Miss the Baptist Educational .Fund.
FOR MIEN: Reroute. Strangth $125
needlessly.
respeedy
6e4
ureter
tong
counselor of Manassas; Mrs. Brawner win first place in the The tea will culminate a lief
*oat *robbing peen of toothed,.
Lillian Campbell, a counselor Munich festival, and was re- Queen's Contest. Participating artels fast acting ORA-IFI. Pain
Do... xi, SI 96 pin Ns • With ttotitrahr«
gate In seconds. Guatanteed
at Hamilton; Mrs. Maritta Lat- turning to the States because in the contest will be Miss Ni
h•cli en drug stores
iseetney
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
ting and Mrs. Julia Atkins.
of the illness whichad pla- Beverly Truitt, Mrs. Georgia
In every package
In an interview with a staff gued her since she rgached Bratcher, Miss Barber Lanos,
member of this newspaper, Europe.
Miss Hermer Jean Hayes.
PROTECTION

'Tougaloo Dean
Fashions And Music To Honored During
Be Featured At Y-Show Civic Club Day

Mademoiselle Club
Plans Tea, Fashions Walker Ave. PTA
To Meet Thursday

Silent Tribute To
Dag Hammarskjold

ITCHING Torture
Stopped like Magic

ANNIE'S GRILL
2978 CHELSEA

TOOTHACHE

AT LAST

• SERVING THE FINEST FOOD
• FINEST ENTERTAINMENT
• LOWEST PRICES

Private Diniug Room for Social Clubs
CLUB AVAILABLE FOR CHARTER
For Reservations Coll

You love him
too much
to leave him
with just anybody.
Let Mrs. MARY MOORE
keep him or her for you
In her home.
PRACTICAL NURSE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
CALL BEFORE 6 P.M.
WH 8-0256

rn

SAXON NEAR LeMOYHE COLLEGE

at a
PRACTICAL PRICE!

Beautiful Looking Hair
Is A Sure Way To
A Man's Heart
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•bout nest SCON.O.GSNE Kh. douche
needed thet atomises ptetettion •
gitinst cOliznYY• odots---yet is priced
less Sews 'Post othei powders SAFE
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Stash, I•Isc fragrant.' Christ 3 ounc•s
of ICON -O GENE in vest West. cos
'a.m., far rintv its.
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DEPT Ts-7o

931 East Mdemore
& 1138 College
Call Ethel WH 6-1181

1655 POPLAR AVE.
MEMPHIS TENNESSEE
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AFL-CIO Confab
To Open Dec.7
In Miami Beach
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Did you know that the
jeweler's carat owes its origin
The AFL-CIO recently sent
FALL FASHIONS
ms, Castle Curry, Sonja Trice, to a lowly bean? And did you
Fall attire is beginning to Walter Thomas, Minnie L. Ov- know that lima beans have
to its affiliated unions a formake its debut in Jackson and erton, Raymond Puckett, James been found in Peruvian burial
mal call to its fourth constitumany are adding tur to their La whorn, Barbara McKorkle, mounds? Beans, a well known
tional
convention, which opens
wardrobe to keep up with the Jacqueline Gibbs, Kay Bell, standby on many family taDec. 7 at the American:, Hotel
fashion minded world. With Robert L. Brown, Maxine bles, have a fascinating and
in Miami Beach.
warm weather trends here and Wortham, Ruthie Tyson, Mur- glamorous past. When the
there, the opportunity is just ray Pearson Bond, Cornelia Spaniards overran the counEach o: the 133 national and
try,
they
found
the dappled
beginning to present itself for Randolph, Walter Newbern,
international AFL-CIO unions
pink
bean
a
staple
of
the Inthese fabulous fashions to be Camille Long, Robert L e e
is entitled to representation in
worn. A fall fashion review Jones, Geraldine Kennedy, Lu- dians. They named it pinto, a
proportion
membership.
to
Spanish
word
for
paint.
Since
is being planned by the New ellis Boublin, Barry Car e y,
State and local central bodies,
then
Pinto
the
has
been
crednational trade and industrial
Idea club which will depict William Bowman, and Barbara
ited with helping to build raildepartments and directly dillwhat the best dressed women Brinkley. These are above avroads and clear the settler's
ated local unions are entitled
are wearing.
erage students scholastically
land. We know why—t h is
to one delegate each.
Jacksonian.s have already and they plan to do their ut- "stick-to-the-ribs" bean has an
The text of the call signed by
begun to talk about homecom- most to help carry out the abundant supply of B vitaAFL-CIO President George
ings as football plays a most policies of the school.
mins, proteins, iron and some
Meany and Secretary-Treasurer
important part in the sports ANNOUNCES ENGAGEMENT calcium.
William F. Schnitzler, places
field. Homecoming is set for Announcement h a s been
Today bean dishes are feaheavy emphasis on two probOct. 28 against Cairo, Ill. made by Mrs. Agusta Light of tured in most restaurants
inlems—the danger of war and
Game time will be 8 p.m., at the forthcoming marriage of cluding the Congressional dinpersistence of unemployment.
her daughter, Rachael which ing rooms at the Nation's
Rothrock stadium.
While praising the Kennedy
Information has been receiv- will take place in the spring Capitol. Although they need SYDNEY'S BIRTHDAY — on the cake was "Home
on Steinberg. Kirt and Bennie Danny and Spring Milan.
administration for having "reed that a record-breaking group of 1962. Miss Light who is at- long cooking homemade bean Nine candles were placed the Range,- With complete
Woods. Eric Johnson, Pearl Leonard J. Hawkins. Terry
sto,red a liberal philosophy to
of Lane college Alumni is ex- tending Lane college graduated dishes are easy to prepare and atop the cake recently when Western design, ice
cream, and Joyce Parker, Sheryl and Phillis Dandridge and
the White House" and
for
pected for the homecoming from the Homer G. Phillips can be made quite delicious by Sydney Bradfield III was or a ng e punch and hors
Johnson. Terry and Joyce other friends. Also present
le: dine the way to "a signifiwhich will be on Saturday. School of Nursing in St. Louis the addition of spices and feted by his parents, Mr. d'ouevres were also
served. Spicer, Sheila and Lin d a were Mr. and Mrs. Benito
cant number of long-pending
Nov. 4 at 2 p.m. This game on Sept. 25 of this year.
and Mrs. Sydney Bradfield, Guests were Carl Reynolds, Bell. Roslan Iles, Georgette
other seasonings.
social and economic improveCasein, godparents of the
will also be at Rothrock sta- The groom to be is Oscar If dry beans are cooked by jr., of 1259 College st., with Charles Griffin, Marilyn
ments," the call warns that
and Roberson, Wyne Lovelace, host.
dium when the Lane Dragons Montgomery, assistant direc- boiling, they can be combined a birthday party. The theme Barbara
"The Soviet Union's threat to
Wooten, R o n cl a
will meet the Fisk Bulldogs. tor of Russell Undertaking co., with other foods, such as toworld peace and the unsolved
Keep those dates in mind.
inc., in St. Louis, Mo. You will matoes, meat, or cheese, and
need to achieve full, productive
report
is
continued as follows: use of America's
MERRY WINNERS
hear more about definite plans seasoned with different herbs
human reMrs. C. H. Mims, solicitor, $2.- sources cast a shadow over the
. It appears that former Mer- at a later date.
or made into soup.
64, Mesdames Mary Buckley, record of solid achievement" in
ry-itess lightly took the elec- The time is drawing closer SLOW COOKING
tion in the freshman class for the Broadway Theatrical To prepare beans for cookMannie Shuler, Mr. D. C. Mit- the last two years.
when it was held last week. Extravaganza which will be ing wash the beans then soak
Lane Chapel CME church greetings and made presenta- chell 25c each; Mrs. Cora Ward A "strong, free labor moveJames May, past president of presented in Jackson on Thurs- in water to replace the water
observed Annual Woman's Day tions the speaker was intro- Lovejoy, Illinois, 75c: Mrs. Em- ment" is an "indispensable
the Merry high student coun- day, Oct. 26 at 8 p.m., in the lost in drying. Home econoSunday, Sept. 24. Mrs. Jewell duced by your scribe (Cottrell ma Donald., $1, Mrs. Dave force" in meeting these problems, the call asserts, a n d
cil was named vice-president. Lane college gymnasium.
mists with the U.S.D.A. say
Ridley a member of Lane Thomas). Mrs. Beulah Dumas
Reed, 50c.
"those who strike at the labor
Millicent Brown, an honor stu- This
Chapel was guest speaker at of South Fulton, Tenn., delivpresentation, under the that a quick way to soak beans
Miss Virginia Rogers, solici- movement
. . strike at the
is to boil them in water (3
dent who was named to Who's direction of
11 a.m. services. Mrs. Ridley is er...1 a soul stirring address usClyde Turner will
very roots of American liberty
cups water to one cup beans)
Who Among Student Leaders feature such
Southern Bell will spend al- a member of the Senior choir ing the subject, "Victorious tor, 5.25, Mr. and Mrs. Henry and the hopes
personalities as
of democracy
for two minutes, remove from
in High Schools of America, Irving
and Stewardess Board No. 3. Women." Music for the after- Sims, $5; Mrs. Winefred RogBarnes. baritone; Juanithroughout the world."
heat, then let stand an hour most $3 million to expand She used as a subject, "Why noon service was furnished by
was named secretary.
ta King. soprano; Walter P.
ers.
$1.25;
Mrs.
Pearlie
Brad"For our part, we in the laor overnight. The quick boil long distance telephone facili- Women Should Work Togeth- the women's chorus of MornServing in the position of Brown, bass
-baritone; Ben- will help prevent souring if
ties between Memphis, Jack- er as Living Examples of ing Star, St. James Baptist ford and Emma Deberry, 50c; bor movement must fulfill
parliamentarian is Albert Ber- jamin Gray,
pianist; Doris the beans stand in warm room
Christianity." She was poised. churches and Lane Chapel Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wells, $1. without stint the heavy responry. Other graduates in the 1961 Galiber. mezzo
soprano, Aaron overnight. For best flavor and son, Humboldt, and Nashville, graceful and charming as she Stewardess
Board No. 3 sponMrs. Sula Ellison, solicitor, sibilities we bear . . .," the call
class attending Lane are Rose White, tenor.
accordin
g
to
C.
R.
Wood,
thrilled her audience with her sored the program. Mrs. Jewell
continues. "We cannot afford
most nutritive value, use the
Louise Brooks. Loretta Clark,
Mrs. Ellen Seward, $1.00; Mrs. the
Southern Bell's manager here. address. Music was furnished Ridley,
They have appeared in such smirking water for cooking.
luxury of divisive quarrels;
General chairman. Rev. Ada Palmer Buckley, $1.50.
Jeraldine Cox, Barbara Jean
the times denicnd the best that
The new facility will con- by the ladies chorus of Lane C. D. McKelvy is pastor of
For plain boiled beans, add
Mrs. DO/TIS Woods, soloiciHadley. Juanita Hunt. Bettie productions as "C a r m en
is
in
Chapel
us all. We must be united
Jones," "Arabian Nights" and a teaspoon of salt for each sist of a microwave system
with Mrs. Nedda Wil- Lane Chapel.
tor, $2: Mesdarnes Susie Beard
Owens, Jacqueline Parham,
in carrying forward our com"Paradise Island."
cup of dry beans. Simmer with a capacity of 1.800 cir- liams at the organ and Miss CARD OF THANKS
Inez Rowans, Mrs. Newell;
Nell Smith, Carolyn Vaulx. Cemon
Erlene
purpose."
Jacocks at the piano.
Tickets m a y be obtained slowly 1 ti to 2 hours or until
The Marsh and Porter fami- Mr. A. C. Martin, John Henry
cil Berry. Henry Cole, Robert
cuits, to be expanded to 3,000
Mrs. Addie Roe was mistress lies are grateful to their many Nolan Cox, 25c
The call sets these tasks for
from any member of Delta tender. Meat. onions, herbs or
each;
Mr.
Jas
Lee Fuller, George L. HobSigma Theta sorority.
other seasoning can also be circuits by 1965. In a micro- of ceremonies and conducted friends both here and away Floyd, B. Holloman, Jimmy the convention: "To shape a
son, Percy Lee Jones. Percy
added while the beans simmer. wave system, telephone calls the morning worship. At 3 who were so kind to t Ii e m Newbern, Ernest Locus. Billy ogram for the perfection of
Lee. Michael Perine, John W.
But add tomatoes, catsup or are transmitted over radio o'clock in the afternoon we when fire strikk their home. Moore and Mrs. Agnew, 50c American society and the full
Morrow, Cedric Neilson, Willie
vinegar only when the beans frequencies between towers gan prelude started at 10 min- The telephone calls, donations. each; Mr. Jimmy Robinson, utilizatien of its human and
concluded the program. The or- gifts, and sympathetic words 60c; Mr.
Ed Poe, and James Tanner.
are almost done, because their
Robert Woods a n d material resources; to evolve,
that must bc in sight of each utes of three. The processional meant more to
Patricia Hampton is Student
with that end in view, a camthem than Dock Dunnigan, $1 each.
acids slow the cooking.
Council representative. S h e
other, since high frequency started at three by singing, words can express. To each of Mr. and Mrs. C.
paign to expand the
C.
Moody,
labor
Adding an eighth teaspoon
"Just a Closer Walk." with you a heartfelt "THANKS." sr., $13;
was also selected to appear in
Mrs. Lola McDora, movement and confound its
of baking soda to each cup of radio waves tr a v el in a Barbie Butler soloist.
Mrs
Who's Who Among Student Members of Salem Gilfield
OlThe
enemies;
board
of
directors
Bee
to
of
the
Johnson.
Carrie
strengthen
Bell Beard,
water at the start of the soak- straight line.
our
ga Baskervil, Si. James Bap- Gillespie Kindergarten,
Leaders and honor student. Baptist church will observe ing
met in Orstell Bailey, 25c each; Mrs. country and the free world
helps tenderize bean skin
The construction of tist church was mistress of the home of
the chairman, Miss Sallie Campbell, 50c; Mr. A. against the communist peril,
Student Council representa- "Harvest Day" during a special and shortens
cooking. More the Memphis-Nashville micro- ceremonies. Mrs. Lucile RobLila Northcross. Reports from T. Pulliam and Mrs. Julia and as a basic prerequisite for
tives have been elected at program at the church on Sun- soda than
this affects flavor wave
system will involve the inson of Morning Star Baptist the workers on the activities Marsh, $1.00 each.
all these goals, to reaffirm
Merry High. The number of day evening, Oct. 8, at 3 p.m.
and lowers nutritive value.
church
gave
a
inspiring
devoof the school, and from other Other reports will follow and enhance the solidarity of
representatives is on the basis The guest speaker will be BEFORE SERVING
erection of buildings and towtion.
Mrs.
V.
U.
Watt
committees,
Samuel
gave
M. Peace, a member of
The "Block Drive" next week.
our movement."
of the number of homerooms.
Plain boiled beans, put ers at Arlington, Bronwsville,
The students to serve with Metropolitan Baptist church. through a sieve or food mill, Jackson, Lexington.
L o b elPresident
of
Memorial
GarMary Katherine Jones as their
cemetery, Peace is a gradu- make a puree that is a good ville, Dixon, and Brentwood.
leader are Elaine Shea& An- den
ate of LeMoyne college and has start for quick hearty soup. Southern Bell has purchased
nie Ruth Williamson. Ralph worked
on his master's degree. Chill the puree immediately the sites on which the towers
Johnson, Dwan Gilmore. Jean- He also studied
theology at by setting the pan in cold wa- arc to be built.
ette Brinkley, Paulette Willis, Southwestern university.
ter or crushed ice, then reConstruction on the MemRobert Smith, Una Carol In- The public is invited to be frigerate. It keeps 3 to 4 days
phis -Jackson - Humboldt porin a good refrigerator.
gram, Jerry Neal, Mary Den- present.
Here's a recipe for cream tion of the microwave route
James Dawson is chairman
began this month and is schedMEN, AT LAST ITS HFRi of the program.
soup
using the bean puree.
Rev.
A. L. Mculed for completion by June
Take New RUMTOPEN Ann Smuts
CREAM OF BEAN SOUP
cargo is pastor of the church.
A dietary nreparatinr RIIM1 Once
of next year. Work on the
up where nature 'save. et a P111
,
1
(Serves 4)
portion between Jackson and
CI AN, FORUM A (ml,
It, •
2 tablespoons butter
with quay's. Money hack it not ,,ti,
Nashville begins late this year
FOR SALE
2 tablespoons flour
F• -4 *Nei 3 nettle. tette COD
Pick Up Poym•nts On
and will be completed by Ocor Money Order NOW
2 cups bean puree
French Provtnc
Furnriurt
tober 1962. when the entire
L,wIng Room
13on.ng Roo,
2 cups milk
system will be in service.
Bedroom and Strre0
salt and pepper
Initially, the microwave sys1.1pphpne GL 8-8357
Melt butter and blend in tem
will be equipped to furthe flour. Add puree and milk nish
600 telephone circuits
slowly. Cook over low heat and two television
channels.
until
SERVICI
SATISFACTORY
thickened, stirring conA DEPENDABLE SOURCE FOR
stantly. Cook 2 to 3 minutes
longer, stirring occasionally,
Season.
219 JOUBERT AVE.
For variety: Add 1-2 cup of
EXPERIENCED AND RESPONSIBLE FUNERAL [RECTO'S
chopped celery and leaves, 1
Flne Foods A Specialty
small onion juice to the soup.
Or sprinkle with grated cheese
Helen Green• Barnum
or crumbled bacon just before 809 Alma St.
BR 6-6231
serving.
"A Guide To Good Eating"
N. J. FORD, licensed Embalmer
is a service provided for the
Established 1932
readers of the Tri-State De24 HOUR AMBULANCE SERVICE
fender through the cooperation of the Memphis Dairy
Council. Mrs. Williams is a
teacher of Home Economics at
Manassas High School.

Southern Bell
Expands System
For Phone Calls

Peace Will Sneak
For 'Harvest Day'

fri

N. J. Ford and Sons Funeral Parlor

CATERING
For All Occasions

We accept any burial policy, old age funeral
benefits, or agency bene'its.

Phones: WH 8-7155: WH 8-8789; ti 1-9005

BROAD STREET
SUNDRY
—•1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
thusi•stid
douche
Can •

i.

ptiC4141

s SAFE
etahtfui
3 ounces
.04 con

2908 Broad
Bar-B•Due•Chicken Dinners
Orders To Go
Haven't You Heard
About Us'
Mrs. Flora Knox, Prop.

Easiest Tem. In Town

—Isctroxs
tislar Rm. C.Trelt
With Tables end Lamps
E•PC. CHROME DINETTE
BEDROOM GROUP I

Cut-Rate Furls.
Tilt 1 RAD1NG POaTi
—noon Nightly 'TO 9 PM.
Mk W. at I-',ground.
,
1
PR f52
flu (rnIrml

3. Must be able to work around
the clock —7 days a week
—.—
We need capable and aggressive display advertising salesmen and saleswomen to work in advertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
Bonuses. Give full details and experience in
writing. Send all replies to advertising.

POST OFFICE BOX 311
Memphis, Tennessee

With this wonderful thought, how easily sleep will come. A sleep
that's alive with carefree dreams of happy times forever. And
who's to change these dreams info reality? The opportunity is
shared by many, including our business and industrial leaders.
The services all of tlft render, the products we make, the jobs
we create, and the support we give to civic activities are helping
to build a world where all can live happier ever after.

IMF r.N DER

Other Peoples

Writer Brushes-up
On Mineral Matters

BUSINESS
By A. L FOSTER

PATRICIA McCORMACK for healthy
teeth and gums the
NEW YORK (UPI) — How health of the blood vessels, the
much do you know about min- red blood cells and the nervous
One of the oldest traditions
erals and vitamins — what they system.
It's found in wheat of the Scotch whisky
industry'
do and to what extent they occur naturally in foods you pre- germ, vegetables, dried yeast, will give way to modern mermeat and whole grain cereals. chandisin
pare every day?
g ideas this month
—Vitamin B-12 helps pre- when the Barton Distillers ImThis homemaker thought she
knew all there was to know — vent certain fonts ,of anemia port company introduces full
quart -size bottles of House of
.intil forced to review the sit- and contribute
s to health of
Stuart Scotch whisky to the
sation when a member of the
nervous
system
and
proper
Chicago area.
nousehold developed a vitamin
growth
in
children.
It's found The Barton move will be the
deficiency.
What was learned was worth in liver, kidney, milk, salt- first major effort by a leading
sharing with thaw who want water fish, oysters, lean meat, Scotch importer to gain wideto brush up on the subject with foods of animal origin in gen- spread acceptance of the larger size bottle, Scotch consuman eye to being better in the eral.
ers have long been accustomed
—Folic Acid helps prevent
kitchen.
to the traditional 4/5 quart,
Generally, a vitamin is de- certain forms of anemia and is commonly called
a "fifth".
fined as any group of accessory essential for integrity of the In explaining the Barton
acintestinal
tract.
organic substances existing in
tion, Abraham Schecter, see
It
is
found
in
leafy
green
most foods in minute amounts
'or vice president of the comvegetables, food yeast, meats. pany, pointed
in their natural state.
to the signifi—Pantoth
enic
Acid
is
essentcantly increased consumption
What's mysterious about vitial
synthesis
for
of
adrenal
horof Scotch whisky in this counamins is that some unknown
substance in the stomach seems mones, the health of the nerv- try—up eight per cent from a
ous
system
and
production
of
year ago.
necessary to activate them.
What's not mysterious: the ab- antibodies. It is present in all "Quarts offer the consumer
not only convenience, but
sence of a vitamin or two in plant and animal tissues.
Niacin is necessary for con- ereater dollar-savings,
sufficient amounts can result in
too"..
malnutrition and specific dis- verting food to energy. It aids Schecter said. "Barton is taking the successful path pioneerthe
nervous
system
and
helps
eases. Consider these capsules.
prevent loss of appetite. It is ed by manufactOrers of other
—Vitamin A is important
found in lean meats, liver, commodities in bringing out
for normal growth in children, dried
yeast. enriched cereals, an economy 'king-size' packnecessary for good vision, es- enriched
age, so popular with today's
bread, eggs.
sential for healthy skin, eyes.
—Vitamin C is essential for budget-minded public."
and hair. It is found in milk, healthy teeth,
gums and bones. "Though some distillers are
butter, fortified
margarine, It builds strong body
cells and currently arguing the use of
eggs, liver and kidney. The blood
vessels. It is found in cit- new smaller bottles to reduce
body also makes use of its own rus fruits,
nurChase price, Barton feels
berries, tomatoes,
the economy-minded consumvitamin A from foods contain- cabbage,
green vegetables
er will quickly recognize the
ing Carotene—leafy green and peppers, new
potatoes.
yellow vegetables.
—Vitamin D is necessary far ereater value in the full quart
bottle," Scheeler added.
—Vitamin B-1 is necessary strong
teeth and bones. It t
for proper function of heart and found in
fortified milk, cod
nervous system. Early signs of liver
oil, salmon, tuna, egg SAY WITH MUSIC
deficiency include loss of appe- Welk.
CHICAGO — (UPI) — Dectite, constipation, insomnia, ir—Vitamin E is essential for orator Marion Heuer wants to
ritability. Also called Thia- integrity
bring
back the old-fashioned
of red blood cells. It
mine, this vitamin is required is found
in vegetable oils music room—circa 19th cento obtain energy from food. It wheat germ,
tury
and complete with grand
whole grain cere.
is found in enriched cereals els, lettuce
piano. harp and music stand.
and bread, fish lean meat. —Vitamin
Miss
Heuer said the musical
K is necessary 'or
liver, milk, pork. poultry. drier' normal
blood clotting. It is cultural center has been lost
yeast.
to
found in leafy vegetables.
split level architecture.
—Vitamin B-2 is necessary
for healthy skin. It helps preMEN. AT LAST II'S HERE
5.5, vie* RuMIOR En Ana knit", 04
vent sensitivity of the eyes to WRESTLING COUP
lo,,,,, /reps/4110n NUM )0115% Wee.
light and is essential for buildCHICAGO — (UPI) — The
whte,e
leaves oft A P14551
ing and maintaining body tis- U. S. wrestling squad com- "In /55 CORAIOL A Only 550C for • 2oe•4 "wooly Monty -back If not satinsues. It is found in eggs, en- pleted an unprecedented grand ,• -•1 ote, 1 °oft*.
coo Check
riched bread and cereals, leafy slam by winning all eight • Man, Draw NOW
green vegetables, lean meats. championships at stake with- THE RUM1OREX
CO.
liver, dried yeast, milk.
out the loss of a match during /39 5 115th St
Soli
17
—Vitamin 13-6 is important the 1959 Pan American games HEW VON( 29. N.
By

EXECUTIV E DIRECTOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Formerly Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce)
while promoting the sale e
I apologize.
I apoligize to W. L. Post- Parker House sausage in th,
weiler and to the Common- St. Louis-East
St. Louis area.
wealth Edison Company. In
Still was city editor of the S.,
naming members of the Study Louis American
—and a die
Committee of the Cosmopoligood one at that. He was also
tan Chamber of Commerce in president of the Press
Club
this column last week, I in- and invited
me to its meetings
advertently identified P o s twhere I met some mighty inweiler with the People Gas, teresting
folk and got involved
Light and Coke Company. in stimulati
ng discussions. He
That was a mistake. Postweiler was active with
the business
is and has been an employee and profession
al organization
of the Commonwealth Edison and later, am
I
told, served a,
Company for 28 years.
its executive secretary.
Peoples
Gas
I am sure that
It was my pleasure Thurswould be honored to have a day to
attend a reception honPostweiler
man of
's stature on oring Frederick
D. Pollard as
actually
staff
I had no he assumed
but
its
the duties of Direcauthority to make such a desigtor of the Grand Boulevard nation so I apologize. I n c
Oakland Unit of the Commisdentally, two employees of
sion on Youth Welfare. PolPeoples Gas, Louis Baldacci
lard distinguished himself as
and James Price are perform- assistant
director of the Com- Plymouth LINE-UP for 1962 the Fury convertible, sports
Four engine offerings range
ing members of the Chamber's mission
on Human Relations features two stars in the model.
In all, there are 23 from the standard 30-D
board of directors.
and it is expected that he will Plymouth cast of cars, they distinctiv
ely new looking economy six to the optional
Postweiler was born in Blue do a good job with the Youth are the fashionab
le run, models in the three series. high performance Golden
Island. His wife teaches Eng- Commission. Oldtimers will
lish in the Blue Island High remember his dad of football 4-door hardtop, above, and Savoy. Belvedere and Fury. Commando V4.
School. Both participate ac- fame. I met the "old master
tively in community civic af- Fritz" when he played profairs.
fessional football with the
Postweiler attended Gregg Canton Bears. I was then the
Business College, Illinois Insti- executive secretary of the
tute of Technology and North- Canton Urban League.
western University. He is an
It was also my good fortune
active member of the Kiwanis to be on the guest list of those
service club, and has served invited to witness the "instalas a vice president of the lation and investiture"
of the
Southend Chamber of Com- Hon. James Menton Parsons
merce. He is a member of the as Judge of the United
States
board of directors of the Cos- District Court for the
Northmopolitan Chamber of Com- ern District of Illinois.
Chief
merce.
Justice William J. Campbell,
On September 28, he was presided. I first met Judge
honored with an award from Campbell when he was the atthe American Red Cross for torney for the Catholic Youth
20 years service as a volunteer Organization and later enjoyed
instructor. For 10 years he was a friendly relationship with
a member of the Red Cross him as he served as State Didisaster group a n d several rector of the National Youth
times gave personal service Administration and I was a
during floods in Robbins with member of the Advisory VALIANT, the Signet 200. The smart 1962 sports car net completel unlike
y
any
the Red Cross emergency Board. Judge Parsons has al- is America's lowest priced interior and distinctive exother model in the Valiant
corps. He will prove an asset ready proved his capabilities hardtop with bucket seats. terior
styling make the Sig- line-up.
to the Chamber's Study Com- and has won the high respect
mittee.
of everyone. Judge Campbell
As a matter-of-fact, all ikewise has the respect of his
fellow
members of the Study ComJudges, attorneys and
mittee have special qualifi- citizens generally.
cations which assure the mem; The
next
Cosmopolitan
bership of a thorough analysis Chamber of Commerce broad- By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
A system using hot water and use of valuable land for
of the chamber's structure and cast is Sunday afternoon. Ocand antifreeze solution in a garbage dumps have been
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
program. Martha Frye, chair- tober 1 with a discussion of
pipe installation just bleow eliminated.
man, is a Vice President and the problems of youth. This is You've provided your wife pavement might run about
• • •
Special Analyst of Supreme a sequel of the last broadcast with the latest labor-saving $600 for a 40 by 8-foot wide The electrostat
ic air filter is
Life Insurance Company of when Louise Daugherty and appliances in kitchen and driveway, Chase said. Another another
appliance seemingly
America. She was anofficerofBaxteroftheSpecial laundry and mechanized your firm says an electric, grid- destined
for a big future, actthe Dunbar Insurance Corn- Board of Education Drop Out own outdoor chores. You guess transformer network for im- ing
as a "mechanical maid,"
pany of Cleveland when it Project interviewed business you've gone about as far as bedding in concrete would
collecting the fine dust and
you can go in autoenating the run about
was merged with Supreme, people involved in their
$200 for the average dirt which finds ready enproShe was a vice president of gram. The programs are heard home. But have you? Just 10 by 30-foot driveway.
trance into a house and cut• • •
the Cleveland Business League over Radio Station WGES see what's in the offing.
ting down the "drudge" tasks
Instant snow removal: Chase
and first vice president of the rum 2:30 to 3:00 p.m.
Rapidly gaining approval is of dusting, mopping
woodBrass & Copper Company, Wa- a new appliance that promises
Cleveland Chapter of the NaWhen the Robert R. Taylor
terbury. Conn., predicts snow to eliminate that most disa- work washing, curtain launtional Business and Profession- housing
dering and the like.
project is completed, removal
al Women's Association. Cursystems are on their greeable of all household
it will have a total of 4,415
Richard R. Cook, president
way to becoming as common- chores—taking out the garrently, sh eis a vice chairman units
accomodating a populaof Radex Corp., Chicago, foreof the 1961 campaign to be
place as plumbing.
bage.
tion of 26,770 of which 8,263
sees a mass movement soon
True, Chase concedes, the
launched October 29 by the
The gas appliance manufacwill be adults and 18,263 minaverage home owner is not turers association says handy- toward homes with all the air
Leukemia Research Founda- ors.
The project extends from
tion, Dr. William Cunningham
likely to feel that a snow re- sized appliance-styled enamel comforts; central heating. air
39th street to 54th place. This
is chairman. It is my privilege
moval installation is some- disposers. selling in the $150 conditioning, humidity c o nwill be a big boost to business
trol and air cleaning. Electroto also be a vice chairman and
thing he has to have. "How- to $200 price range,
will in- static air cleaners,
n the south central district.
he said,
now ask all members of the
ever. air conditioning was cinerate food waste, paper
and now have been brought
I•aembers of the 51st and 47th
into
Cosmopolitan
Chamber
to street Area Units of the Cos- something the average home trash without trace of smoke
a once range which allows
work in the campaign or to
owner didn't think he would or objectionable odor.
Gama
mopolitan
Chamber
are
protheir
inclusion by a builder
make generous contributions.
have to own 20 years ago," notes that several
communi- for less than
Miss Frye is the Chamber's testing the establishment of a the company said.
$500 additional
ties in various parts of the
shopping center at 51st and
in
a
five or six room house.
secretary.
It said heating systems for nation have been completel
State.
y
•
•
•
sidewalks and driveways to equipped with disposers
Another member of the comand
We welcome John Moore to melt the snow
The Tappan Company,
before it has a have found that, with housemittee is Chris Howard who
Chicago. Mr. Moore is the new hence to accumukt
e already by-house disposal facilities, lo- Mansfield, Ohio, looks for
has been associated with the
chief executive of the National are within the
price range of cal taxes are reduced and civic electronic cooking for the mass
business department of the
Insurance Association, taking most home owners.
Fuller Products Company for
problems such as air pollution market within a few years. An
electronic oven is one that has
the past 14 years. I first met the position vacated by Murray
Marvin.
We
hate
to
see
a heating element composed of
Howard when he came out of
Marvin
and
his
wife
leave
a magnetron and a power
the army and started working
supply that generates microwith 0. P. A. He is one of Chi- Chicago.
President
waves which cook food in less
Edgar
Heymann
cago's most outstanding young
time than that required by a
business executives. Howard president, has announced the
conventional range.
was born in Dermott, Arkan- appointment of Nathaniel Dreasas. He studied at Du Sable, zen as general sales manager
A Tappan spokesman said
Wilson Junior College, the Uni- of business development for
electronic cooking is here now
BUFFALO, N. Y.—(UPI)— partment."
versity of Illinois and North- the Exchange National bank
for the prestige market and is
which is a Cosmopolitan rie County officials have inwestern
University
from
He referred the case to coun- gaining in acceptance as a sepwhich he was graduated with Chamber member. Welcome •estigated a "fantastic" welarate built-in and probably
a degree in business adminia- Mr. Draezen. Another Cham- are fraud in which a Buffalo y authorities to check the will continue to do so since i
tration. He was the Company ber member, the Central Na- ouple allegedly cheated the alidity of Herrod's state- is a supplementary cooking
Commander of an ordinance tional bank is moving from county of some $50,000 in as- ments.
device.
ammunition division in the 728 Roosevelt road to 120 S. istance over a 15-year period. Plewmak refused to "d r a w
First Army and saw service in LaSalle. In its 25th year, Cen- It came to light in city court any conclusions" before reFrance, Germany, Belgium tral National has assets in yesterday when Marvin Her- ceiving a final report.
and other European countries. excess of *110 million. J. Ross od, 36. appeared on a charge
"If
Herrod's
statements
His wife, Elizabeth, is in full Humphreys is president.
I public intoxication brought stand up, we will immediately
sympathy with his civic acThe appointment of Earl by his wife. Wilhelmina.
file fraud charges against both
tivities which makes it possi- B. Dickerson to the new IlliThe Herrods, parents of six him and his wife," said Welble for him to give much leis- nois Fair 'Employment Prac- children, live in a rundown fare Commissioner Paul F.
ure time to his work as a tices commission was a master ection of the city.
Burke. "Naturally, they will
board member of the Chamber stroke by Governor Kerner.
Arrested early Wednesday. be taken off relief."
and other organizations. He is Dickerson had wide experi- Herrod told details of the alBurke explained that the
especially interested in work- ence as a member of former eged fraud, first to arresting caseworker who handles the
ing with young teople.
President
Roosevelt's
fair officers, then to City Judge Herrod family had the case
John P. Morning, a graduate employment practices com- Joseph P. Kuszynski and fin- only about three months.
of my own Alma Mater, Wil- mittee. Dickerson and I served ally to assistant County At- "We are checking the veCHICAGO DEFENDER
berforce, is Vice President and together on a Commission on torney Ronald W. Plewniak, racity of Herrod's story and
Director of the Agency force Urban Affairs Among Negroes
For 15 years, the suspect are calling persons for whom
of Supreme Life. Since I have appointed by former Gover- said, he had received weekly he said he had worked," said
given his background of work nor Henry Homer and he salaries from $150 to $300 Burke. "This is an odd case—
experience in a previous col- proved an effective interroga- while his wife remained on a man making statements
umn, / now simply mention the tor. Charles W. Gray of Bell the relief rolls at $280 a which incriminate himself."
fact that he gained excellent and Howell Company will month.
_
organization experience both prove an excellent chairman.
Herrod said he had worked
with the Booker T. WashingMickey Feldstein sponsored at a variety of jobs including
ton Trade Association in De- his 4th annual appeal for
the carpenter, painter and general
troit and the Cleveland Busi- NAACP and, as usual,
II you buy your Defenders trom a sioesboy please
turned handyman. He said he was
pay him Promptly
ness League of which he was in a suhstantial number
of presently employed as a paintpresident.
lie w a young merchant who owns and operates Ma
memberships. Willard Harris, er.
Lawrence (Larry) St il I, a realtor, was at the
own business. As such be nes lila obligations to meet. ll
Kuszynski termed the case
mike two
writer for Jet magazine, is the days straight and a bevy
you don't have Your wooer ready - if you ash bins to
of "One of the most fantastic in
fifth member of the study lovely girls were present
wait for his cash—you place a treat hardship oh him
to my experience and I have
group. Still is away from the take applications.
worked for the welfare deUnless be pays promptly for nis Papers. ne will low
_
city at this time so we will
Be sure to get tickets for "A
Ma opportunity to earn liberal profits Valuable Prises
have to discuss him more at Night at McCormick Place,"
ggid a real ROSIft•t1111 training And the Defender's reg
George S. Harris. chairman
length in a subsequent col- cocktail - dinner - dance, sponow visits to your somef/M
interrupted.
of the board of the Cosmopoliumn. This much we know, he sored by the Southend
eLsAss PAY IBS F11011PTLY.
Junior tan Chamber has been selected
was born in St. Louis and of Commerce, October 7. We
as the honoree for the Joint
studied journalism at Iowa can supply you at the
Cham- Negro Appeal dinner DecemUniversity. I first met him ber office.
ber 10, Mi.

Fl.rre Labor Saving Appllances

Introduce
House Of Stuart
In Quart Size

Remember how great
cigarettes used to
taste? Luckies still do
JAMES 0. KING designs bridges, smokes Luckles.
As a Civil Engineer, Mr. King plays an important role in the new billion-dollar highway program.
He started smoking Luckies regularly back at college. Today he says,"As an engineer, I notice
how things are put together and I know
that Luckies are well made. They're packed
full, they draw smooth and easy, they
taste mild. The reasons why Luckies
are my favorite smoke are taste,
quality and fine tobacco. That's
why I recommend them."
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MANASSAS HIGH NEWS

SWINGIN'
WITH THE L's

By GWENDOLYN JOHNSON privileges. He misses going
By
MANASSAS HIGH SCHOOL out frequently and participating in school activities. Even
STUDENT COUNCIL
LAURA WILEY and
The Student Council, the if he does continue school he
LOIS BOLDEN
ly governmental body on cannot concentrate fully ber campus run by students, cause of problems on his mind.
was the first in a sense to pre- There are many problems in
Hello, these are your re- you prefer a certain junior
porters bringing you the latest namely, Wandra Carter before
sent its intercom devotional married life; teenagers are
dopes and dates throughout Erma Williams.
program just recently. High- too mentally unstable and
this city.
lights of the program included don't have experience to cope
Carol Gates said that she is
a brief talk on school decorum with them."
OUTSTANDING
on the hunt for a freshman
by Coby Smith, the school TIGERS CAPTURE
PERSONALITY
young man because she felt
Stepping
motto, and the gold and blue SPOTLIGHT
into
the COW that they were more capable
This week the spotlight
by Chief Justice Henry Montlimelight is a very ambitious of playing of football than
falls on our magnificent and
and versatile young man.
gomery.
the junior and senior. Caro:
He is a native of Memphis do not tell us that you are a
This was the first time the victorious Tigers, who are
well on their way toward
who resides at 700 Marianna season girl now.
Student
Council
president,
st. He is a graduate of the 1950
Howard Einle y, Florida
James Phillips, spoke to the gaining the prep league chamclass of Manassas high. He Taylor, Samuel Quinn a n d
newcomers in our student pionship. They have done exmatriculated at Arkansas State Verna Hooker are on a merrybody. He, too, made a striking ceptionally well thus far with
college and majored' in music go-round of love which stops
Impression on many of his fel- these scores: Manassas vs.
Melrose
32-0, Manassas vs.
and is a member of the Alpha during the secondperiod
low classmates. Evertina RoDouglass
15-9, and Manassas
Phi Alpha fraternity.
chemistry class.
derick lyric soprano sang
At present he is working on
Edwards
Sammie
wants
"Getting to Know You" which vs. Carver 63-13.
his
masters degree at Tennes- John Cato to know that
The captain and co-captain
was quite appropriate on this
see
AR.
-.1 State university.
through thick and thin, he still
particular occasion and de- are Billy Doss and Benjamin
He is affiliated with t h e holds the key to her heart.
votion was led by Gwendolyn Malone, respectively. Billy,
Hamilton
TBAA
the
High
school
alert and ideal captain, Is OWEN FRESHMAN -. Pot- student freshman class, the only a "pilot" student group. M. Ball, dean of men. and
as band
Robinson, Student
Council
a senior, enjoys almost all ing in front of the Owen largest in the history of the This year's class represents
director. He is also a number Lawson Rowe (Ham.)
Aft ,.,tary.
William E. Jones, college
of
the
St.
athletic
John
111111
sports
Baptist Thomas Elrod (Wash.)
and excels in college administration build- two-year community school high schools in ix tate. Ad- librarian.
Finnie, Miss Fultz and
church.
Willie Kimmons (Doug.)
all 0 T. Peeples are Student them. He is quite versatile, ing are members of the 171 which started in 1954 with viors for the class are Charles
and a proven leader as class
We are sure by now every- Leo Koehiem (Father "B".)
Council advisors.
one have guessed this versa- Bishop Trotter (Lester)
president in both the ninth.
TEEN-AGE MARRIAGES
tile young man, He is none Billy Doss (Man.)
Too often we place values tenth, and eleventh grades.
Other than Mr. Thomas Wil- William Chism (Mel.)
on the social whirl of life
Benjamin Malone, seriousliam Doggett,
TG AA
which tends to leave no Minded and always prepared
Mr. Doggett is very popular Yvonne Owens (Ham.)
room for the truly essen- to bring the Tigers on to victial objective of getting an tory, holds the position of
A total of 555 students are around Hamilton, and we are Vivian Barnes (Wash.)
education. Howev Cr "All quarter back and fills this caenrolled at LeMoyne college sure all Hamiltonians join us Marylund Brownlee (Wash.)
work and no play makes pacity well. Benjamin enjoys By MARCUS H. BOULWAREl
for the fall semester, it was in saying "thanks for being Bonnie Collins (Father "B".)
Jack • dull boy." so the so- in his spare time dancing and MEET THE CONSONANTS
announced this week by the a wonderful- -- and dedicated Roby Hardy (Carver)
Annie Phillips (Man.)
Margaret teacher.
cial whirl is also necessary. having clean wholesome fun. Mane children have diffi
Mrs.
registrar,
"SWINGING GRAPES"
Lydia Campbell (Mel.)
Too often our teens become In spite of all his extra cur- 'tilts; in learning the conso- By THOMASINE DOUGLASS
Who is the senior that An- McWilliams.
Staton Parham has inform- TOP COUPLES
serious and before high ricular activities, he maintains nant speech sounds and will
The enrollment includes 114
& MARY EDWARDS
drew Hall has been seen with
I. Phyllis Davis and Harry
school and college they are
"B" average.
freshmen, 144 sophomores, 99 ed us that he has so many
need some help in mastering EDUCATION
lately?
young
ladies, he will not em- Manning.
confronted with the quesStepping up next to take the their production. In this rejuniors, 78 seniors and 80 unOn Sept. 26, the music ad- IS IT TRUE.
2. Morris Webb and Mary
tions "Should I marry?" or limelight are: Frank Dilworth, spect teachers, parents, and
classified and late afternoon barrass anyone by calling a
special name, and he does not Weeks
"Does teenage marriage al- William Brown and Benjamin the speech remedial teacher visors introduce the student
Garner that a certain students.
James
body to the various suites. The
3. Evelyn Bolden and Curtis
ways work out?"
Malone, quarterbacks. Watch can help.
LeMoyne is on a 9-hour daily want anyone to feel left out.
senior boy is now talking with
Lynnard Wallace said Judy Smith
Listen to the pros and cons these valuable players in acI should like to recommend advisors were Mr. D. Ward.
with classes
this
year,
schedule
4. Carol Gates and Robert
from our Billie Doss: "In my tion with Dilworth No. 10, to teacher s, parents, and and Mr. 0. Robinson. The mu- a current friend of yours?
being held from 8:30 a. m. to Burnett has a nose job on him
T. C. Harrawey that you dis- 5:30 p. m., Mondays through that makes him breathe like and her freshman
opinion, the matter is left Brown No. 11. and Malone No. speech specialists a helpful sic was well appreciated by
5. Larry Johnson and Lilts
a gorilla. But Barbara Thomas
solely up to 'the individuals 12.
like being called by your name Fridays.
book on this subject of con- toe student body.
Coining into view are Rob- sonant sounds.
ved. The personalities and
On Wedesday, Oct. 4. they Theoplis? oop! I forgot you
institute, is steadily supplying him with Ann Abron
in-service
An
6. Fred Griffin and Dorothy
lings of the couple have a ert Mitchell, James Thomas, Dr. Mamie Thompson Wil- will set up another education- didn't want them to know it. sponsored by the National an ample amount of oxygen
sin part in the situation. and Robert Williams left backs son. chairman of language al program in order to aid the
Delza Parrish that Ervin Science Foundation, is conducted to carry him through the day. Burns
Juliana Potter, we will not
Thought of the Week: Behowever. If the couple feels all assets and envy to most arts division of Miles college. students.
Little
is what's happening on Saturday mornings for high
that full maturity is possess- of the prep-league teams.
school
teachers of general tell anyone that you said you ware of the good fortunes
Birmingham, Ala.. has just SENIOR or TUE WEEK
now?
ed by both, then it is okay. Can you identify Robert published a book with the
science and mathematics. Ap- had a romantic eye for D o n stored upon you."
As we enter the various
Juniors that you say some proximately 40 are
"Buenos Tardes"
One great poet said "Experi- Mitchell well he's No. 21, and title -- MEET THE CONSOin this Brownlee.
class rooms our gleam light of our Seniors don't act like
Pete Cashicr. is it true that
group.
Laura and Lois
ence is the best teacher," but Robert "Hound" Williams 22, NANT S. published by the
spotted a very charming lady, Seniors? Watch out Seniors.
_
in this ease the couple learns and James Thomas, 23.
R oyal Publishing company,
a member of the 12-1 homeWeaver
that
Robert
everyby experience, and an unnoc- Our powerful full-backs now Dallas 17, Tex., at $4.50 a
Lester . . . Vance Moore and
room, member of the Elite So- thing worked out fine between
'; cessary mistake has been stepping into view are: Frank copy.
Margaret Jones were tight ..
cial
club,
Sweetheart
of
the
McGraw, Rodgers
made."
you and Kay Kirk?
This book may also be purMatlock
Loretta Shores admires JimRoyal Gents.
• Helen Kinnard'
DEDICATIONS
am and James Walker. See these chased from Miles College
mie Ellis . . . Bonnie Kind
against teenage marriages be- full-backs in action with Mc- book store, Miles chilege, Bir- She was second alternate in
Authur James and Amanda
and Anabelle Brasswell went
the Miss Jubilee, a represen- Taylor, "Baby You're Right."
cause, the first thine a teen- Graw 37, Matlock 38, and mingham, Ala.
for boss tough around Douglass
ager usually does after mar- Walker 39.
McANULTY
SIMONE
READERS: Formyfree tative in the Miss Douglass Betty Miller and Sterling
5.
Walter
Bell
By
. . . Bia-hop Totter is the heart
., nage is quit school. And today
Still in the cool glow of pamphlet on grotto discussion, contest. We are sure you have Thomas, "I Don't Worry."
throb of a certain Manassas
6. Van Lucas
AND BONNIE LITTLE
alit a decent job requires at least the limelight are our fabulous send a self-addressed long guessed this person. Of course, Willie Kimmons and Y K W, PERSONALITY OF WEEK
grad
7, Clyde Griffth
Lynn Howell and An- a high school education, which ends No. 50 Ellis Maupin, No, business envelope to Dr. Mar- she is none other than Lois "Too Much In Need."
nie R. Phillips have something
Capturing the title of Per- 11. Billy Davis
he wouldn't have if he quit. I 51 Billie Doss, No. 52 Thurman cus H. Boulware, Florida A. Jubirt, daughter of Mrs. Earlie
in common . . . Authriene HolEdward Byrant and Ina Ed- sonality of the Week is a very 9. Duane Milan
man was looking for a House.
also think that he should give Tucker, No. 53, James Sand- and M. university, Box 156, Mae Jubirt.
talented and congenial young 10. Jessie Webb (Mel./
wards, "Your Love."
himself ample time to choose ers, No. 54, Lawrence Carterno Tallahassee, Fla.
TOP TUNES
Could it be Richard ? ? ? JuMiss Jubirt resides at 1332 Barbara_ Tooles and Wallace man.
the right companion, and the and 55 Sammy Bruce.
I. "Operation Heartbreak," anita Robinson thinks she's in
He is well noted for his
Sprinciale. Religiously she is Henderson. "Everythings GonStill in view are indestruc- bom, Larry Vaulx. and Ruben
teens is definitely not ample
scholastic and sports ability. Teresa Thompson and Arl Wil- Nashville, majoring in Scia member of the Springdale na Work Out Fine."
ence at Tennessee State. . .
tible tackles No. 60 Clyde Hall.
time."
He needs no further introduc- liams.
Baptist church.
Clyde Griffin and Y K W,
2. "Look in my Eyes," Vi- Henrietta Hall "Competition
tion: Billy Dos, the son of
Helen Coleman: "In my Evans. No. 61 Landis Staples, Salute to the team of all
Miss Jubirt is liked not only "Soothe Me Baby."
KolLeo
is good for you . . . Mary Walopinion, teenage marriages, No. 62 Louis Reed, 63 Frank teams the everwonderful,
Mrs. Mamie Doss, 1098 Barn- vian Barnes and
by her classmates. but the fac- TOP COUPLES
lace was chosen Miss Melrose
most other subjects has alcRee, No. 64 Robert Rich- everlasting TIGERS!!!!
bell, is a senior at Manassas heilm.
ulty
as
well.
Daisy
Parrish
and
Darnell
. . Lucinda Stovall is searchaway
to
get
"I've
got
3.
ot
phases; (1) teenage mar- mond, and No. 86 Willie Salter. IT'S BEEN SAID
high school. He is captain
Smith.
Guards are: Albert Buford, Charles DeGraffenreid has We would like to wish you
riages are allright for teenThe football and basketball from it all," Jana Davis and ing . . Peggy McKissack says
Lyncha Johnson is the only one
agers who are mature enough 70; Lawrence Hill, 72; Curtis a "mad crush" on Beverly happiness in the near future, Luella Nibley and B e n teams, a member of the Crown Andre Williams.
Lois.
Warr.
to accept responsibilities and Owens. 73; Anderson Harden, Hooks!
and Ole Timers club. He is 4. "Think It's Gonna Work for her . . . Georgia Garmon
Edmond White and Au- also the president of his home out Fine." Authrine Holman is what's happening at Berwho have courage to go 74: and Frank Fitzgerald, 75. James Flagg is not respon- TOP TEN GIRLS
trand . . . Bettye Jones and
I. Ida Sales
and Richard House.
drey Yates.
room.
Lastly, but certainly not sible for his actions!
through hardships that might
5. "Much in Need," Rubye Charlie Tood are "the most"
2. Lois Jubirt
Religiously he is a member
Robert Weaver and Kay
occur during the marriage. least come our centers and
Freddie Rollins has the cold. . The Koolas of Bertrand
3. Freddie Rooks
of the Antioch Baptist church. Washington and Otis Britt.
Kirk
121 On the other hand teenage right backs. Lorenzo Childress, est heart of any monitor at
are definitely .. .
4 Flora Flemming
After graduating from Manas- TOP COUPLES
Linda Lee and Y K W.
marriages, in most cases are 82; and Cassell Gilmore.
first lunch!
I.
Janice
Hill
and
Carl
5. Patricia Spears
Right backs are Jeff Mat- Everything between James
mistakes. Because, the couple
S, until next week, this is sas in June, Billy plans to
Maple
. is too much in love to try thews, 44; Sam McDowell, 45, Phillips and Linnie Lott is 6. Ruby Richardson
Thomasine and Mary sienine further his education at UCLA.
2, Ricki McGraw and Floyd
BOARD
SCORE
7,
Gertha
Jones
and figure out each others and Rudolph Myers, 46.
off.
to
work
out
eoing
fine!
Price
The Manassas Tigers ripped
The right backs of course
8. Rosie Dillard
personalities and shortcomElmo Logan is a sweet felthrough the Carver Cobras 62 3. Beverly Watkins a n d
ings, which makes the mar- neded no introductions. for low!
9. Gloria Armstrong
Marvin Alexander
to 13, with the Tigers under
riage end in divorc e. This they have shown themselves Gwendolyn Ficklin had the
10. Elizabeth Robinson
the leadership of Billy Doss 4. Margaret Abernathy and
quick teenages divorces could to be a vital link in making, boys "knocking themselves TOP TEN BOYS
Lawrence Moore
and Benjamin Malone playing
the Tigers glorious and vic- out!"
have easily been avoided.
I. Warren Brown
a splendid game. Congratula- 5, Belita Miller and Charles
Gwendolyn Robinson: "I do torious!
2. Ben WIIIT
Cuby Smith has reached the
Bell
tions to the Manassas Tigers.
Also in training to take the twilight zone!
not feel that the average teen3. Edmond White
6. Barbara Bowles and CalWe would like to pay speager is mature enough for the places of our players to graFrankie Matthews is avail- 4. Fred Jackson
vin Joyner
wonderto
a
cial
very
tribute
Manassas
also
give
duate
responsibility
and
marriage
of
able!
7. Joan Ford and Thomas
5. Willie Kimmons
P.
Porter.
Mr.
W.
ful
person
another
the
honor
chamof
need
the
Most young people
Evertina Roderick and EdElrod
6. Joshua War•
who through the years has led
companionship of many pionship team are Sammie ward Harris have developed a
7. George Carr
the Thunderbolts. Coach Port- 8. Jackie Walker and Holends and they're not ready Bell, Roderick Diggs, Alvin right "crazy" relationship!
mer Fouch•
9. S. L. Smith
er has worked extra-hard this
settle down to one person Curry, Julius Jones, Jesse
Adell Smith thinks of C. 9. Robert Weaver
year, along with his assistants 9. Minor Graham and MorA teenager is not mature Evans, Jack Martin, Ronald M. as his girl.
NEW YORK - The student Mr. L. Miller, Mr. Lester Snell. ris Wilson
10. William Henderson
enough to take on the res- Peterson, Fred Pierce, Aaron
Verdia Foster is onthe warKeep up your splendid meth- 10, Beverly Guy and Billy
The wheel Week proem, Is
ponsibility of a wife and usual- Sayden, Leon Phillips, Wil- path for the heart of A. S. WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW choirs of Livingstone, Paine,
Doss
Who will be Mr. and Miss St. Paul's and Clark colleges ods of coaching and sportsmanefeessmonelefe• •••oed•ye, 4903
ly an offspring. A teenager liam Rcdd, Marvin Bledsoe, (Upset yourself.)!
Did You Know . . . Edward
alThe
are
Thunderbolts
ship.
who marries cuts off all his Reginald Bonner, Vernon Seaand Virginia Union universiJoe Duckett is a good thing Douglass?
Harris's favorite movie was 4tIreolsa /11Inots neeekneeties44 law*
ways tops to us.
If Beverly Anderson had an
in a small package!
Butterfield
Eight," starring end affiliated pfeereone lest year.
ty will be heard during Octo- KLUB KORNER
Robert Williams has been ardous time going through her
Bondads Social club will (Elizabeth C a r r). Bertrand
The
ber
on
the
ABC
Radio
Netrunning touchdowns for a initiation?
present a Fashion Review at Shores has planned to settle
certain chick at Carver. (No What would happen if Mr. work series, "Negro College Curries on Oct. 15, 1961, from down with a certain junior at
Patton Ednention Assocleflott
Miller couldn't locate the hand Choirs." The weekly programs
4:00 to 6:00 p.m. Everyone
made plans for the yc-ar. The trouble)!
By GLORIA TUCKER
Benjamin Malone has a bell?
feature choral groups of the plans to attend this affair.
officers are: president. Eugene
fl
Fred Jackson about this we
Hello Readers,
Campbell; vice president, San- secret admirer (E. H.)!
member institutions of the The public is invited. PresiI am making my debut as re- dra St. Clair; asst. secy, Cath- Gwendolyn Robinson is on saw at the game? (huh)
Miss
Bondada
dent
of
is
the
ioa.n91 al a altrrc mon so.o 'i•ed n,y Hear, irs tb• south
What happened to Ruth In- United Negro College Fund.
porter for the Carver High erine Williams: treas., Willie the lookout for available felLynn Howell. The 10 best
News. I hope I will arouse Ann Hughey, and reporter. lows! (Young men, BEWARE!) gram anl George Carr? Was The month's broadcasts are: dressed Coeds will be chosen. 1959 John Horsord Grill, became 3 Nev., at dotk•0,9 h.. k .n
otdot to eepet.ente the ook.oi d.scerntnol.on that only a el•gro could
your curiosity, and you will Sallye Bowman.
CUPID'S CUTIES
it just infatuation?
Livingstone college, Salisbury, TOP GIRLS
Snow
114 begon
No.. Orleans nod co•oted Alabama, tarsi...1
,
00.i
enjoy reading about us. I am
Joan Bingham and Bobby
1,
Zennie
Hill
(BTW)
Who
is
that
this
sophomore
C.,
Oct.
1;
N.
Paine
Ellen
College,
a
r e
Other members
and Georgia, 1006.0g la, who. he sod yrnire acroale rake tor granted,
going to fill my poistion to the
Burns; Marea Love/ace and Bob Stamps has been seen eatFaugusta, Ga., Oct. 8; St. Paul's 2. Claudia Revolts (Man)
McKee, Julia
Marie
Crowe,
or•ter. a decent job
eotrng locrIrr es, rest *owns. a drink
best of my ability.
Lesley Neely; Loretta Shores ing lunch with?
college, Lawrenceville, Va, Oct. 3. Bettye Laster (F131-1)
Glover, Kennett Wilkins, Doro• ord•als range from hok,g
cosh,g o rra•erlers
HONOR SOCIETY
Parker, and Elmo Shipp (Melrose); If freshmen have set goals 15; Clark college, Atlanta, Oct. 4. Ruth Davis (Lester)
Beverly
Harris.
thy
chec4 to Pb, shock rng rsort.ent es of a .fttyb.tylkyt n.th edt.te de,rot•
The R. B. Thompson chapter
Billie for the coming years?
Kimble
Barbara
and
Mary
5.
Wallace (Mel.)
keho ate., only tosciretted 1,, H•gro sericalriy
Rorrions of this book
22; Virginia Union university.
of the National Honor Society Betty Jones, Beaty Johnson, Moore; LaVerne Custis and
6. Elaine Alexander (FBH)
1960 Ins reroohrg. 'tot start
ryos orrnted rn Sepia raogarrne
has elected its officers a n d Lenora Lindsey. Henry Robin- Melvin Barton; and Ernest If Charles Henderson has Richmond, Oct. 29.
7.
Freddie
Rooks
!Douglas)
should be reed by eye''
PRfCE -13. 50, fltITRODUC TORY
, American
son, Charles Ff. Brown, Geralheard about this certain Junior
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NV, Younge recently became di
reetip in the past few weeks, MSU
DISLIKES IDEA
rector of athletics, replacing
-according to some, very much
Memphis State has done a Dr. I. Gregory New ton, who was
t of proportion. It seems lot
that locals can be proud named chairman of the Athletic
-that E. H. Crump Stadium,
of during the infant schoo Committee.
-.deemed for the energetic poliyear. They have equalized As
committee
NEW YORK — (UPI) chairman.
tical "boss" of yesteryear, is facilities
for all students with- Newton suceeds Dr. Howard
somewhat inadequate to atFrom 1956 to 1960 consumer
out regard to race, creed or Wright, now president of Allen
tract the likes of big time
spending for grooming items,
color. Negro students at Mem- university in Columbia,
S.C.
college football officials. The
pris State are allowed to sit Newton has been director of
education, foreign travel and
stadium, located at Cleveland
in the student section at the athletics at NCC since 1952.
medical care jumped by apand Linden, seats to capacity
home football games played
31,000, scarcely enough to
The, new AD has been on the
proximately 40 per cent each.
in Crump Stadium. The inNorth Carolina College faculty
compete for the big Saturday
Spending for such services as
dependent school is fielding once
1949 He o. a graduate 01
spectacles. It would take at the
strongest team ever asinsurance,
brokerage fees and
least 40,000 spaces to be sersembled at MS11, gaining na
investment counseling rose
`feisty entertained by the athlinnet recognition behind a
BERTRAND
SPOILERS — tory over the Father Bert- from $14.6 billion
EARL S. CLANTON Ill
Trailing 21 to 0 with less
letic directors of the major
in 1956 to
Bobby Smith, loft, and Wal- rand Thunderbolts. Smith $20.6
power-packed James Earl
ATLANTA, Ga .— Under a than three minutes to halfschools. Furthermore, Crump
billion last year.
ter Boll were the combina- caught two touchdown passWright led offense.
',chum is located in a conhot sultry Georgia sky, the time, the Big Blues drove TO
tion that led to the Melrose es. including • 90-yard clinMemphis State President
isested area that presents parkAunble-fingered Tennessee yards in nine plays. The evenJackson,
leader
Golden
in
Wildcats
13
kick-off
to
6
vic•
cher
rehorn
quarterback Bell.
Humphreys, opposes the idea
ing problems.
turns, (it spears he'll get many State eleven 'set the stage for ing's leading groundgainer (88
of moving a pro club to the
, Several proposals for a new Bluff
opportunities this season) dis- their first season's loss last yards in 14 tries) Paul McNeal
City.
He doesn't feel that
stadium site have been ponplayed some more of his ex- Saturday, and the first victory danced down the sideline paythe city will support both the
elered by the City Commission
plosive running while unreel- tor Morris grown over the Big dirt 17 yards away notching the
Tigers and a pro outfit. MemBlues in the teams' histories.
ing a 95 yard runback of
and a private stadium group.
Big Blues lone touchdown.
a
phis State's attempt to be;They include the city-owned
kirk -off in the third quarter
An alert Wolverine eleven
SopSomore end Wilkie Buchcome big time, has been an
:land at Park and Pendleton,
Jackson went 80 yards in bested the Tigers 21 to 8 in anan, from Shelbyville. Tenn.,
expensive item in the school's
,an area near the municipal
Carver's
opening
game against Herndon stadium, making the downed Wolverine Brannon in
budget and just when it starts
airport and recently, the UnMangrum, Carver full- Simmons-coached Nashvillians his own end zone for a safety
to pay off, they naturally
eon Station yards.
back, completed the Cobras' 1-1-1 for the season,
while the in the third period for Tenneswant the dividends to be in
scoring with a fourth quartet Morris Brown
Thome,. who have spoken out rich gate receipts as well as
team niade it a see State's final tally.
plunge.
against the stadium and coli- victories.
2-0 perfect season.
"My buys just were not up,"
MELROSE SURPRISES
seum
projects, emphasized
"Six fumbles and our own Coach Simmons analyzed after
In concluding remarks, it
Freshman
needs far greater for the city
Bobby
Smith,
can be said that it'll be hard
with a year of prep experience mistakes were the factors that the game "During the first
than the plan to satisfy the
for Memphis not to pattern
under his belt as a basket- kept the pressure on us all half we had no zip, no drive.
The Douglass Red Devils Douglass, behind
'whims of sports addicts, who
0-20 with ball
after cities comparative in size
continue to be plagued by time running out
player, scored twice on afternoon," Coach Lawrence By the second half I felt we had
'represent a small percentage
in the openwho have these mammoth
a chance to win it, but every
passes from quarterback Walt- Simmons moaned.
the uncertain bounces of the ing half, was
of the bearers of the burdens stadium
helped by a er
and arenas.
l. W. YOUNGE
Bell to lead Melrose to its
The first three times Coach time we'd get a drive going,
football, losing a 33-32 hair bad decision by the
—Memphis tax payers. The
Warriors' 13-6
LUCKY TICKET HOLDERS
upset over Bertrand.
raiser to Booker T. Washing- captain on the
Simmons' butter-fingered lads we'd make a mistake. And the
following list includes a few
declination of
Tickets for the World Series Virginia State college with a ton last
Wednesday night in a penalty that left Douglass Bertrand had a Rood chance got the ball on fumbles. The mistakes were the things that
of the things that me iy citiwere sold in blocks of four master of science degree in Washingtoil
zens feel should get preferStadium, practi- with a fourth and one yard to to go ahead late in the fourth fourth time Morris Brown's killed us.
for the games at Yankee Sta- education from the University cally being
ence before the excavating
eliminated from go situation. Three passes from quarter with the score tied at Eddie Dean plucked a Frank "The only thing I can think
Indiana.
if
dium. They were the first two
6-6. However, the Bertrand Wynn aerial and raced 15
the prey title race they were Walter Winfrey
equipment goes into action:
yards of is that the boys were just
to end Wilgames--Oct. 4 and 5; and the Younge, who has also studied favored
_ _.s..
to take.
(1) Neighborhood fall - ous
lie Kimmons, set-up the touch- receivers, had trouble holding for the Wolverines' opening looking over Morris Brown
University
Florence
in
of
the ball. Melrose anxious to -score. Halfback
Carver became the down sneak from the
shelters; (2) More public ath' Yorker, is a graduate of CoScrappy
Sol Brannon with their minds on next
one by keep in
, is a candidate for the third
victim of Manassas as the Douglass signal
contention, made good booted the extra point with week's game with
letic facilities and training t. lumbia college and the Columcaller. their
Grambling
rate at Temple university the
chance when the ball only 57 seconds left
Tigers coasted to a 62-13 With 18 seconds left
make our citizens stronger am' bia University Law School,
of the first at Nashville," Coach Simmons
Philadelphia. He
Kimpub- avalanche.
The win put the mons was on the scoring end swapped hands. The pay-oft quarter.
healthier through participal and has devoted all but one ow one
theorized.
book. "Games for
heave was a 90 yard strilo
defending champs ahead of the of 14 yard Winfrey pitch.
tion, than spectators at spurt* year of his professional legal "- dren," in 1959.
Opening the second stanza,
to Smith, who rambled in foi
pack, just a notch above
events; (3) More and bette career to the work of the Fund. dully joined
Morris Brown forced Tennessee
The Red Devils outscored the score.
the physical edu- swooning
Bell kicked the
Lester. undefeated Washington
instruction in our schools, o; During his twelve years on the
State to punt from their own
n at NCC after producing with
20-13 in the second point.
two victories.
any number of constructiv, Fund staff, he worked on vir- Pli pionship teams
half,
but throughout that PREP
in both
LEAGUE STANDINGS 30. Simon Hubbard blocked the
purposes including (4) A tai tually every major civil rights a all and basketball
The Lions will keep their period they found it
at Morhard Team
Won Lost Tie punt and David Croff covered
REDUCTION.
• case in which it has particihigh
perch
at
least
for
another
to come closer than within
wn college, Morristown,
the pigskin in the end zone for
Manassas
3
RAIDERS MAY MOVE HER* pated.
0
0 Morris
week.
Idle
since
their
Sept.
Ki . His tennis teams at NCC
eight points, the deficit they
Brown's second score
Lester
2
He helped prepare the Le- ab CIAA championship
0
One assumption indicate'
0
14
conquest
of
Hamilton,
Leswere
s in
responsible for getting
with only 30 seconds gone. FullMelrose
2
1
in this stadium panic loom gal Defense Fund brief in the a , 1958 and 1959. In add)- ter won't play another league them selves
0
under. With less
Washington
2
1
very promising in that it ap School Segregation Cases of
0 back Cal Thomas boomed over
, Younge is end coach with contest until they clash with than a minute to play, DouDouglass
1
2
pears that Memphis official 1954 and 1955, and argued in
0 for two.
Manassas Oct. 12,
NCC football team.
glass' All-M emphis tarele
Wolverine defensive specialist
Bertrand
1
2
have finally geared a propose. those cases before the Supreme
0
assi s tant professor,
Easily subdued by Manas- Clyde Griffin jarred the ball
Carver
0
2
around the interest of th4 Court. He will argue the de0 Hubbard blocked another punt
• ngf e is a veteran of World sas, and the issue with Hamil- from the Warriors center when
Hamilton
0
3
0 to set up the Georgian's third
sports aggregate. When, ans fense of Negro students con- ' II. having fought in Italy ton very much in doubt
for it was angled beyond regu- LEADING SCORERS
tally. Tennessess, punting from
if the new stadium is erected; vited in sit-in demonstrations
el 1942 until 1945 with the nearly three quarters, Melrose lations. Douglass recovered in
Player, Team, TD's, PAT. Total their own 37, got off a poor snap
the barriers of segregation apS in Baton Rouge, La., before
eti 92nd Infantry Division. got their forces up to win an Washington territory and
Myers, Manassas
5 3 33 from center Hub Alexander and
parently aren't in the blue- the Supreme Court on Oct. 18,
and his wife have one son, important game with Father quickly cashed in on another
Reed, B.T.W.
5 2 32 Morris Brown took over on Tenprints. The tip off: A grou the first sit-in case which the
es jr., who is enrolled at Bertrand 13-6 Friday night Winfrey aerial, a 22 yarder
Hayes, W., B.T.W. 5 1 31 nessee's 21.
of Mernphians, headed by At Supreme Court will hear.
Pearson elementary school. in Melrose Stadium,
to end Julius Goodman. A Williams,
Manassas 4 2 28
torney Hal Gerber, has pub WROTE BOOK
Quarterback Sam Hill's sixth
Automobile, Furniture
pass
to
Kimmons
for
the
point
ERRORS
AID
WARRIORS
Jackson, Carver
4 0 24 call was a pass to Halfback
Anklicly expressed a desire to get Greenberg is the author of
Signature
after
found
team to down Tennessee
the
Devils
needWashington,
fired
up
when
Lee, Douglass
3 1 19 Brannon 17 yards away.
Oakland American Foot- "Race Relations and American
There Is a reason why people
I State in the NAIA dis- game films of their one point ing a point.
ball League franchise moved Law," a book which the New
lit.,
to
do
business with us.
t play-offs last March to loss to Bertrand revealed that
Needing the ball Douglass
You, too, will lik• out courhere in 1962. The Raiders have York time§ reviewer called
vent the three time NAIA clipping didn't happen on a tried an onside kick-off that
teous treatment and desire to
several Negro players; in order "indispensable for anyone serinips from returning to score that was called back, they couldn't get possession of
help you.
to get the pro team. 18.000 ously interested in this counass City. Heavily favored, took advantage of two Doug- before it went out of bounds.
'Open Thursday and Priddy
season tickets must be sold try's oldest and probably still
Tigers' trip to Winston lass miscues to take an early It was last touched by DouNights Until 8:U0 P M.
before the end of this year.
For
As
gravest domestic problem, the
Little
As
em, was to have been just lead, and held on to turn back glass, but the rules give the
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
The Memphis group stated status of the Negro." He is now
DIXIE 'NANCE CO.
atter of formality.
a miraculous last ditch rally ball to the receiving team on
Horn• Owned - Home 0110,
that they could get many Mid- conducting a study, under the
07•41
he Hawks' Woody Saulds- by the Red Devils. The game all kicks that haven't been
South players to beef-up the auspices of the Columbia UniDIXIE
ry is likewise well-known was very important to both secured.
squad. The Raiders presently ersity Council for Research in
FINANCE COMPANY
You Can Have One or Two Modern, Convenient
the followers of Tennessee teams, representing the cross- MANASSAS IN
Offices
ROMP
have some Mid -Southerners,
"We lik• to soy ye. to your
ial Science, of civil liberIn The Tri-State Defender Building.
& l's cage fortunes. While roads of their championship
Carver, lacking heavily in
including their giant tackle. ies in seventeen countries.
loan request"
Texas Southern, Saulds- ambitions with the loser vir- experience, ran into
Examined and Supervised by
unexpectErnie Ladd from Grambling.
DOCTORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN, ETC.
He is married to the former
ry led his Alma Mater to tually eliminated with two ed troubles when
the State Department of
the Tigers
, On the West Coast, Oakland
ma Ann Tenzer AL Warn i.n es
e of seldom earned vic- losses.
Insurance and Banking.
blocked a series of Cobra
Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke
doesn't 'really have a home, tionals. He was equally res- tories by
visitors in the "LitWashington parlayed the punts and intercepted passes.
2 LOCATIONS
because they had to play their pected when he took over the tle Garden" in
Nashville.
bull-like rushes of Oscar Reed Manassas converted these mis161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
home games across the Bay reins of these same Nats, and TIE FOR TITLE
at fullback with the speedy cue into easy touchdowns.
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
in San Francisco's Kezar Sta- only Red Auerbach, colorful The Letter Carriers,
Mem- outside running of halfback
Manassas gave no indication sonnelni
dium and this year, they are Boston Celtic's floor leader, phis Semi-Pro League
titlists William Hayes to break the
that they were going to be so
scheduled for Candlestick Park, had racked up more decisions. and Nashville champions,
the backs of their opponents.
hostile. The Tigers led by 7-0
home of the Giants, also. They In his first year at the helm Elm Hill Giants, exchanged Hayes
scored three touchat the end of the first quarter.
could have had access to the for St. Louis last season, Sey- visits in state semi-pro series, downs
to
become
the
sixth
AitIniversity of California's mour led the Hawks to the and when the dust had cleared prep leaguer to turn the trick The Tigers scored at will in
their 35 point second quarter
'Memorial Stadium, but some finals against the world cham- after four games,
everything this season. Hayes is tied with
of the Cal regents didn't think pions Celtics.
was all even. The fifth game Reed and Rudolph Myers of spree, getting a chance to
tlie campus located field Coach Charlie Wolfe of the was called off because of dark- Manassas with five touch- score the final touchdown on
an extra play after time had
would be the ideal spot for Royals will be faced with the ness.
downs each. Myers' overall
the rowdy Sunday beer drink- problems of how to hold down
Elm Hill lost the two games total is 33 points—one more expired in the first half. Myiing crowds.
the scoring of the Hawks' big at Bellevue Park with the than Reed. Reed had one ers led the TD parade with
three and two points for con• With the competition offered three: Bob Pettit, Cliff Bogen Letter Carriers needing to score called back,
his second versions. His
half-back mate
by the already established and Clyde Lovelette. Wolfe salvage only one game in in two weeks, and
seemed en- Robert
- Williams registered
49'ers, most East Bay fans would have it solved if he Nashville to win the series and route to another
until he was three
touchdowns also.
;Weed on their side of the could find a third man to go give Memphis its first champ caught from
behind by James Roger Matlock
and Lawrence
bridge until the NFL teams along with Jack Twyman and in the last five years.
Garner of Douglass, the city
Carter took kicks off the toe
dame to town. According to the great Oscar Robertson.
Besides breaking even in 100-yard-dash champion.
of the Carver punter for talWayne Valley, one of the TIGER TORMENTORS
BROTHER BOb
HUNKY DORY
games played, there was simiDouglass' troubles started lies.
James Walker scored
Oakland owners, this preferBob Vanatta and Mem,:his larity in their protests, neither on the opening kickoff when
4 to 6, 10 to 11, 1:30 to 2
6 to 8:30, 11 to1:30
ence put them in an estimated State fans will be able to see liked the other city's umpir- James Lee' received the kick once and Billy Doss caugh!
again two former nemeses. ing. Over the winter, seeing on the one and walked into three point after touchdown
Hub Reed of the Royals was eye dogs could get top money. the end zone and downed it. passes. Included in that total
is a safety.
the key man on some tough NOVEMBER FOES
The officials ruled a safety
Carver fans got some conOklahoma City teams that WIN LOSES
Then on the first Washington
when little John
played the Tigers here. How- Tennessee State tasted de- play from scrimmage Hayes solation
ever, one of the sharpest feat for the first time of the took a short pass from quarter•
thorns to pierce the hopes of season 21-8 last Saturday in back Howard Finley, and
CARS OR
Memphis State will be with Atlanta at the hands of Mor- twisted his way through
%Ants to SPY I 011
the Hawks. Lenny Wilkins, ris Brown college. It was the would-be tacklers for 65 yards
USED CARS
one of the few rookies to first win the Purple Wolver- to paydirt. Moments later a
CAPITOL KING
crash the starting line-up of ines have snatched since the Washington punt that DouBurton' Shoos
a NBA team, teamed with Jack resumption of the series with glass put in play close to its
941 - IIALLemore - 94.1
Egan at Providence to leave State in 1952. The Tigers tied own goal line resulted in a
Rel•onoh e
FINANCING TO SUIT
the Tigers bewildered with Prairie View in their opener Warriors' touchdown when
COC•'III Smith
MO...v.,
their marvelous ball handling and whipped North Carolina they recovered a fumble by
YOUR PURSE
C 0 King
. Oven,
to lead the Friars to a 1960 A&T before meeting reversal the Red Devils behind the
GOLDEN GIRL
6,30 A.I4 w..s Dev•
CANE COLE
IC P re 5. do, &
in the Gate City.
NIT win in New York.
goal. Howard Jones made the
8:30 to 10, 2 to 3
3 to Sign Off
•
The tormentor of another It'll be interesting to note recovery.
World's Largest Ford o.otm Tennessee team is also with the outcome of their rugged
the Hawks. He is highly touted encounter Saturday night with
THIRD & GATOS°
rookie, Cleo Hill from Wins- Grambling in Nashville, who
NEED HOME IMPROVEMENT?
ton Salem Teachers college in were slashed by the claws of
•Storm Doors
JA 6 8871
North Carolina. Hill helped A. W. Munmford's Southern
•Windows
Jaguar Cats 20-9 last Satur•Screens
day. Southern plays host to
•Pools
Tennessee at Baton Rouge.
•Glasswork
La. Nov. 4 in their annual big
•Concret•
game. The local TSU Alumni
•Carports
Club is sponsoring a special
•Floors
•Masonry
bus to that affair.
•Siding
•Fences
Soy* Your Sole How'
FHA Financing
FULL SET OF TOOLS
5.10
Money Too
pern.nt-up to 36 niontkis to PeY

State's Tigers Tamed
21-8 By Morris Brown

di

Red Devils Bedeviled
By Warriors; Cobras
Recoil Before Tigers

WEBB
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NEED CASH!
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—Quick Loans—
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OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

•

$30 MONTHLY

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

•

JA. 6-8391

Buy Your 1961

NEW FORD

Calling All Men!

••

From Us

HULL—DOBBS

nts
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FARM FOR SALE!

120 Acres
Near Cairo, III.
$14,000 TERMS
CONTACT:

PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
4605 S. State St., Chicago 9, III., KE 8-1112

See Sam P•ittgrew

UNITED SHOE SHOP
D•al•r in Siiisis•
First Cles• Shoe Repairing
R 0 nn..6
WIt..66.m..11 p.m Sot
561 Mississippi Boulevard

0

BMA HOME IMPROVEMENT CO
BUILDERS & REMODELERS
Ja. 7-4032 1163 Vollentine Avenue

REUBEN
WASHING EON
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8

0
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DOWN TO EARTH

StorkStops
azi7-

Pura! 1(Ilk
By James G. Gregory

W. E.DuBois Gives
His Library To
Fisk University

MITCHELL
HIGH NEWS

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Dr.
W. E. DuBois, possibly the
oustt internationally distinguished alumnus of Fisk uni9-16-61,
versity, has made a gift of his
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Bonner, ker, 1234 Smith, (m),
E. H. Crump Memorial Hostration exercises for its n e w private library and personal
Clicrk On Seed and Fertiliser and Thorne are winter hardy
LIME LIGHT
Hunter, No. 7, (m), 9-14- Darryl Keith.
1772
pital:
early
and
yielding
a
high
Knox,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Bow- 'Breaking into the soft cool members last Thursday at the papers to the university.
For Top Yields Of Small Grains:
maturing variety, is resistant Mr. and Mrs. Clard Baker, 61, Eric Thran.
9-19home of Owens Lewis, secreIf you are not satisfied with to leaf rust. It tends to stool in Rt. 1, Box 232, Collierville,
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Gilbert, man, 2090 Benford, (m),
The collection is of such
rays of the limelight this week
tary of the club.
(31, Louis Andre'
the yield of your small grains
is Miss Carolyn Jean Davis,
generous proportions until
9-10-61, JUDY YO- 1106 So. Orleans, (m), 9-14(f)
spring,
Tenn.,
early
of
periods
warm
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. The officers are Clarence Arna Bontemps, Fisk libralast year you may need to ex61, Armand Bruce.
may be injured by late LANDER.
9-19Mitchell, president; Perry rian, has estimated that. it will
amine your seed stock and soil and
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Gray, jr., Glover, 1685 Azalia, (f),
Floyd Davis, Sr. of 215 Brooks
James ArMrs.
delay
and
to
Mr.
grazed
unless
freeze
president;
vice
Withers,
Tobytha Cheri.
fertility. Poor seed stock and
not be completely processed
Road. She is a member of the
St., (f) 9-11- 1397 So. Orleans, (m), 9-14-61. 61,
to
James
1180
resistant
is
mour,
Dual
maturing.
Mays,
the
Owens Lewis, secretary; Jo- for at least a year.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
inadequate fertilization are
ReltherinCarl
Her
Mrs.
class.
and
Mr.
homeroom
12-1
Devils.
be
it
may
thus
Jacqulyn
fly;
61,
Hessian
the
Mil(f),
yields.
treasurer;
Jackson,
seph
1415 F., So. Wellington,
general causes for low
structor is Mrs. Daisy Scott.
six steel files
early for fall grazing. Mr. and Mrs. Luther Brown, ford, 1210 Tunica, No. B, (m),
ton Harris, financial secretary; Included are
9-19-61, Demetris Ann.
Cht.ck your seed stock with planted
is affiliated with the Clayton Barrett, parliamentari- of manuscript material in letis more resistant to leaf rust 414 Glencoe Rd., (f) 9-11-61, 9-14-61, Carl Odell.
It
Tarolyn
d,
L.
recommende
Plommie
of
Mrs.
seed
and
cer tified
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Boyd, Mr.
Seneca, but it matures Phyllis Yvette.
Glee club, secretary of t h e an; Percell Duckett, business ters and published and unadopted varieties. Certified and than
9-15-61, Pewitt, 160 W. Duvant, (m),
Dramatic club, president of manager; Lester Echols, chap- published writings, several
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Jen- 1611 Eldridge, (m)
Cavell.
Kevin
commercially available varieties later.
9-16-61,
(f) 9-12- Johnny Lewis.
the New Homemakers of lain; Herbert Goodloe, Charles large boxes of pamphlets and
Sherfield,
for fall planting include the Barley — Dayton, Hudson, kins, 2154 Eldridge,
Jesse
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddy Ford,
America and president of the Davis, Algie Williams, George hard-to-find fugitive publicaand Kenbar have good winter 61, Vicki Yvonne.
following:
9-15-61, Jac- 1214 Tunica, No. A, (f), 9-20tions collected over threehigh
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Betts, 1320 Brown, (f),
Student Council.
Oats — Forkedeer, Victor- hardiness. Dayton, a
Scott, Adrian Hubbard, and
Bonita.
Veronica
61,
queline Elaine.
quarters of a century, perhaps
activities in- Harry Sinclair, reporters.
campus
off
grain 48-93, and Blount. Forke- yielding variety, has good 828 Heiskell, No. 2 (twins)
C.
Her
Lloyd
Mrs.
and
Mr.
HarMr. and Mrs. Benjamin
2,000 books — many of them
the Teentowners. Redeer is very winter hardy, but standing ability but is suscep- (f) (m), 9-13-61, Daphne BeThe new members are Gasof misris, 1622 Locust, (m), 9-16-61, Brown, 123 W. Duvant ave., clude
Carolyn is a mem- ton Armour, Arthur Patterson, scarce — and scores
it has a tendency to lodge on tible to mildew and scald. Ken- nita and Darryl Bernard.
ligiously,
Renee.
Cynthia
9-21-61,
(0,
Benjamin, jr.
Memorial Chris- George Puckett, Roland Beas- cellaneous items.
very fertile soils. It matures a bar is an early variety; it Rev. and Mrs. W. L. Shipp,
Walker
of
238
ber
Delk,
Mrs..Frank
and
Mr.
T.
George
Mr. and Mrs.
few days later than Victor- yields less than Dayton, and 2427 Bridgeforth, (m), 9-13-61,
church where she is presi- ley, David Wrushen and Lu- IMPRESSIVE
Gwin, 1344 Wabash, (m), 9-16- Walker ave., (m), 9-21-61, Ge- tion
Bontemps said that "as a 4111
grain 48-93, which is less winter does not stand as well. It has Gregory Lavelle.
of the Junior Choir and cious Nelson.
dent
Keith.
rald
Harrison.
61, Richard
primary source of scholarship
hardy than Forkedeer. Victor- good resistance to the Hessian
of the Christian TEEN TOP TUNES
secretary
PinkF.
Charles
Mrs.
and
Dr.
JohnF.
Ervin
Mrs.
in
grain 48-93 should be planted fly. It can be pastured earlier for seeding small grain in Ten- Mr. and
"Much in Need" Ida and dealing with the Negro
9-16- ston, 1438 Majorie, (m), 9-21- Youth Fellowship.
America, only the Booker T.
early in the fall to reduce yin- in the fall than other varieties. nessee are; 300 to 400 pounds son, 1020 Patton st., (m),
Her ambition is to obtain a Aaron.
61.
Fletcher.
Dedrick
61,
in the LiTennessee
ter injury. Blount is a recently
Fertilizers — The fertility of 4-12-8 per acre for the major
"In Your Spare Time" Doro- Washington Papers
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Byrd, college education at
brary of Congress compares
released variety. It is winter needs for small grain will vary soil regions and 150 to 200 Mr. and Mrs. Thomas La(m), 9-21- A and I university and become thy and Louis.
Opera,
Grand
1891
9Rd.,
(m),
Alcy
1542
Flora,
collection."
hardy, although not as much as from field to fieldi and farm pounds of 10-10-10 for high
"Gonna Work Out Fine" with the DuBois
a psychiatrist.
60. Robin L.
He said the collection's value
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